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Abstract

One of the enabling technologies for Long Term Evolution (LTE) deployments is the
femtocell technology. By having femtocells deployed indoors and closer to the user,
high data rate services can be provided eﬃciently. These femtocells are expected
to be depolyed in large numbers which raises many technical challenges including
the handover management. In fact, managing handovers in femtocell environments,
with the conventional manual adjustment techniques, is almost impossible to keep
pace with in such a rapidly growing femtocell environment. Therefore, doing this
automatically by implementing Self Organizing Network (SON) use cases becomes a
necessity rather than an option. However, having multiple SON use cases operating
simultaneously with a shared objective could cause them to interact either negatively
or positively. In both cases, designing a suitable coordination policy is critical in
solving negative conﬂicts and building upon positive beneﬁts.
In this work, we focus on studying the interactions between three self optimization use cases aiming at improving the overall handover procedure in LTE femtocell
networks. These self optimization use cases are handover, Call Admission Control
(CAC) and load balancing. We develop a comprehensive, uniﬁed LTE compliant
evaluation environment. This environment is extendable to other radio access technologies including LTE-Advanced (LTE-A), and can also be used to study other SON
use cases. Various recommendations made by main bodies in the area of femtocells
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iii
are considered including the Small Cell Forum, the Next Generation Mobile Networks
(NGMN) alliance and the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP). Additionally,
traﬃc sources are simulated in compliance with these recommendations and evaluation methodologies. We study the interaction between three representative handover
related self optimization schemes. We start by testing these schemes separately, in
order to make sure that they meet their individual goals, and then their mutual interactions when operating simultaneously. Based on these experiments, we recommend
several guidelines that can help mobile network operators and researchers in designing
better coordination policies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation for Thesis

Researchers started developing wireless access technologies as early as 1946. By the
early 1980s, the ﬁrst wide scale deployment of such technologies was launched with
the introduction of the 1st Generation (1G) analog mobile networks. The radio access
technology used in 1G was the Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA). However,
after one decade only, the 2nd Generation (2G) digital mobile network started to
emerge with its two main radio access technologies: the Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) and the Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA). The introduction of 2G
caused the wireless access demand for data to start growing rapidly, and researchers
started to develop the packet switched 3rd Generation (3G) mobile networks to ﬁrst
appear in May 2001. These 3G networks were able to provide data rates of up to 2
Mbps indoors with its CDMA technology [1].
Around 2005, the High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) technology, or
alternatively known as (3.5G), started deployments providing downlink data rates of
up to 14 Mbps. Several high data rate applications started to appear during this
period, which were gradually overloading the 3G network. Therefore, the Long Term
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Evolution (LTE) network, or the 4th Generation (4G) mobile network as it is commonly known, started to appear in December 2009 in order to provide even higher
data rates with fully packet switched services. The radio access technologies implemented in the downlink and the uplink directions were the Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiple Access (OFDMA) and the Single Carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA), respectively. This LTE technology was able to provide downlink data rates of up to
300 Mbps and uplink data rates of up to 75 Mbps with less than 5 msec of transfer
latency [2].
One of the more recent LTE enabling technologies is the femtocell or the Home
Evolved Node B (HeNB) according to the standardized LTE terminology. Main bodies promoting the adoption of such a technology include the non-standard Small Cell
Forum [3], or the Femtocell Forum as it was formerly known, the Next Generation
Mobile Networks (NGMN) alliance [4] and the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) [5]. The notion behind this technology is to bring the network closer to the
end user through a backhaul connection. This startegy of increasing the frequency
spectrum spatial reuse, provided by the femtocells, has been found to be the most
eﬀective strategy in terms of increasing the wireless network capacity since the 1950s.
Femtocells provide users with a 5-bar indoor coverage of 10 to 20 metre radius on
average, while having the femtocell radiating as low as 20 dBm of its downlink transmission power and having the user saving his/her handset battery life. As a result,
this overcomes the disadvantage of macrocells which usually struggle to provide services for the 50% of voice calls and the 70% of data calls originating indoors [6].
Figure 1.1 illustrates this femtocell concept.
Femtocell users therefore receive better service using a single air interface making
the handsets cheaper to manufacture. Moreover, unique services are introduced with
the introduction of femtocells, which enhances the connected home principle (e.g.,
users can control their diﬀerent home appliances by having the femtocell detecting
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Figure 1.1: The Femtocell Concept
their physical presence in the vicinity). And since the user is now sharing the network
Capital Expenditure (CAPEX) and the network Operational Expenditure (OPEX)
with the mobile network operator, user bills are even lower. All these extra beneﬁts
provided by femtocells make users more loyal to their mobile operators.
From the mobile operator perspective, the femtocellular tier oﬄoads a major portion of the overall network load from the macrocellular tier. This oﬄoading relieves
macrocells and let them care for the truly mobile users. There are estimates that with
as low as 10% of active femtocell household deployment, femtocells can oﬄoad up to
50% of the overall load from the macrocellular tier [7]. Clearly, this increases the
mobile operator revenues. Table 1.1 gives a brief summary of some femtocell beneﬁts
provided for both the operator and the end user.
Motivated by such beneﬁts, femtocells are expected to reach as high as 28 million
units by 2017 [8]. If these estimations were correct, several technical issues would need
to be addressed. One major challenge is the instant control parameter adjustments
needed in response to surrounding dynamic events.
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Table 1.1: Femtocell Beneﬁts
Beneﬁts for the end user
Better service.
Femtocells does not need
multi-radio-interface handsets.
Longer handset battery life.
Cheaper service.
Introduction of new services.

Beneﬁts for the operator
Churn reduction.
Higher revenue.
Reduced costs.
Satisfying fast users
demand.

In general, these adjustments could be made either manually or automatically by
implementing Self Organizing Network (SON) use cases which correspond to operational objectives. Trying to make these adjustments manually in the case of femtocells
inside the user premises is clearly a target beyond reach, and therefore implementing
SON use cases is becoming compulsory rather than being optional. In fact, only SON
use cases can cope with the increasing complexity of femtocell networks where more
parameters need to be controlled. In additon, current services need frequent, eﬃcient
and more granular optimizations which can only be introduced with SON use cases.
With SON use cases, accurate and instantaneous measurements can be collected to
make better adjustment decisions.
These SON use cases, as shown in Figure 1.2 reproduced from [9], are classiﬁed
into the following three categories based on which network operational phase they
take place:
• Self-conﬁguration category: which includes tasks related to initial conﬁguration setup in the network’s pre-operational phase. Examples of such tasks
include self conﬁguring the cell’s downlink transmission power level and intelligent site location selection during network planning.
• Self-optimization category: which includes tasks related to frequent optimizations made in reaction to changes in the surrounding environment. These
tasks take place in the network’s operational phase. Examples of such tasks
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Figure 1.2: SON Phases
(reproduced from [9])
include self optimizing the overall handover process, self optimizing the packet
scheduling parameters and self optimizing the neighbour cell list.
• Self-healing category: which also includes tasks in the network’s operational
phase. However, these tasks are concerned with self healing the network in the
case a hardware or a software failure takes place. Examples of such tasks include
cell outage detection, cell outage prediction and cell outage compensation.
We aim to enhance the overall handover performance in LTE femtocell networks,
where a massive number of femtocells is expected to be deployed in an ad-hoc fashion.
The whole process starts with the virtual adjustment of the femtocell’s coverage
footprint by self optimizing its handover related thresholds. This is in order to control
the gaps and the overlapping areas between neighbouring femtocells which will in turn
control the initiation of handover decisions made at the source cells. These handover
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decisions are sent to the target cells in which they are either granted or rejected
based also on an adjustable Call Admission Control (CAC) policy. The tasks of
these use cases under study can be summarized as: handover self optimization, call
admission control self optimization and load balancing self optimization. The main
goal here is to reduce the large number of unnecessary handover requests expected
to take place in femtocell networks including failed handover requests and ping pong
handover requests, while keeping both the call dropping probability and the call
blocking probability low.
Each of these self optimization use cases starts with an initial operating point
deﬁned by certain parameters called Control Parameters. These control parameters
can be standardized or scheme speciﬁc. With this setting of parameters, the self
optimization use case scheme monitors certain Key Performance Indicators (KPI) for
a suﬃcient amount of time in order to guarantee that reliable measurements have
been collected. Based on these measurements, the scheme reacts by adjusting its
control parameters in order to meet its targets in terms of the same KPIs monitored.
The scheme then goes again through this cycle after each optimization interval as
shown in Figure 1.3. However, it should be noted that the collected measurements
in each optimization interval should be isolated from what have been collected at
previous optimization intervals.
Since all of the self optimization use cases under study improve the same handover
process from their individual perspectives, their control parameter adjustment decisions can either be cooperative which would improve the oveall network performance,
or contradictive which would deviate the overall network performance from reaching
its full potential. Therefore, coordination policies should be designed in order to avoid
negative interactions and build upon positive ones.
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Figure 1.3: Self Optimization Scheme Cycle

1.2

Objectives

Our focus in this work is on three self optimization use cases related speciﬁcally to
the overall handover process in LTE femtocell networks. The objectives we address
can be summarized as follows:
• Surveying previous interaction studies. This survey is conducted to conﬁrm the
need for an interaction study that gathers the three handover related use cases
of handover self optimization, call admission control self optimization and load
balancing self optimization .
• Choosing a representative scheme, one for each self optimization use case. These
representative schemes are chosen to be considered in our interaction experiments.
• Developing our own uniﬁed and LTE compliant femtocell system level simulator
using MATLAB. Several KPIs are collected and ﬁve traﬃc sources are developed
and validated which are: Voice Over Internet Protocol (VoIP), Interactive Gaming, Near Real-Time Video Streaming, HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
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and File Transfer Protocol (FTP). This simulation environment is extendable
to the LTE-Advanced (LTE-A) radio access technology.
• Using this simulated LTE femtocell environment, we verify that the representative schemes chosen meet their individual targets in femtocell environments.
• Finally, we experiment with the representative scheme interactions in order
to draw guidelines and make recommendations for mobile operators and researchers in the area of coordination policy design with a special emphasis on
LTE femtocell networks.

1.3

Organization of Thesis

Chapter 2 describes the background needed for the following chapters. It details
the overall SON-capable LTE femtocell network architecture and the handover signalling procedure. It also facilitates understanding the three handover related self
optimization use cases to be addressed in such an architecture. After that, Chapter 2
introduces the main KPIs used by these self optimization use cases. This is in order
to explain the tasks of these use cases in terms of these KPIs. Finally, Chapter 2
elaborates on the main issue of interactions to be addressed in this thesis, and that
is in light of the three self optimization use cases under study.
In Chapter 3, we go through previous interaction studies ﬁrst to address the need
for an interaction study that gathers the three handover related self optimization use
cases. After that, we continue surveying schemes proposed for each of the three self
optimization use cases. These schemes were using the standardized control parameters discussed previously in Chapter 2 or other scheme-speciﬁc control parameters.
One representative scheme for each of these use cases is elected and explained with
the illustration of its pseudocode algorithm. In Chapter 4, we elaborate on the standardized simulation environment we developed in MATLAB, while leaving very ﬁne
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details to the appendices. Using this simulator, we go through the individual scheme
and interaction experiments conducted, their results and the comments we made
about them in Chapter 5. Finally, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with the guidelines and recommendations on better coordination policies between the considered
self optimization use cases.

Chapter 2
Background
2.1

Introduction

We start this chapter with a detailed elaboration on the overall LTE femtocell network architecture and the functionalities assigned to its diﬀerent entities. The different SON logical architectures that can be implemented in such a network are
introduced with the factors aﬀecting the operator decision towards which SON architecture should be adopted. After that, the standardized LTE handover procedure
taking place between these network entities is detailed and the relevant standardized
control parameters are introduced. This is due to the fact that we are considering
three use cases all aiming at self optimizing this handover procedure. These use cases
are namely handover self optimization, call admission control self optimization and
load balancing self optimization. After that, several KPIs are discussed before highlighting the main tasks of each one of these use cases in terms of these KPIs. However,
all of these use cases share the same objective of optimizing the overall handover process which might lead them to interact. Therefore, the topic of self optimizing scheme
interactions is ﬁnally introduced at the end of the chapter, and that is in light of the
use cases chosen.

10
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Network Architecture

According to the standardized overall LTE description speciﬁed by 3GPP in [10], the
overall LTE network architecture can be depicted as shown in Figure 2.1 with the
following two main components:
• The Evolved Packet Core (EPC): which is the network core of the System
Architecture Evolution (SAE). One of the major EPC components is the Mobility Management Entity (MME) which is responsible for choosing the User
Equipment’s (UE) Serving Gateway (SGW) during the initial call setup and
during the intra-LTE handover process. The MME is connected to the Home
Subscriber Server (HSS) which manages the user subscriptions and authorizations. Moreover, the MME is also connected to the Femtocell Gateway (FGW)
which acts as an anchor node for femtocell (HeNB) handovers. Due to the expected large number of femtocells, the FGW is added so that the MME would see
the many femtocells connected to the FGW as a one macrocell base station. In
this manner, introducing large number of femtocells would be compatible with
legacy network architectures. Finally, the interface that connects the macrocell
base stations and the FGW to the MME is the S1 interface while the one that
connects the macrocells together is the X2 interface. For the HeNBs, they are
connected via the S1 interface to the FGW and from there to the MME as
shown.

• The Evolved Universal Mobile Telecommunications System Terrestrial Radio Access Network (EUTRAN): which provides the access network functionalities including the Physical, the Medium Access Control (MAC),
the Radio Link Control (RLC), the Packet Data Convergence Protocol (PDCP)
and the Radio Resource Control (RRC). These sublayers are shown in Figure 2.2
reproduced from [11]. The tasks of these sublayers are as follows:
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Figure 2.1: Overall LTE Network Architecture

Figure 2.2: Overall LTE Radio Interface Protocol Architecture
(reproduced from [11])
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Table 2.1: Number of LTE Physical Resource Blocks
System Bandwidth (MHz)
Number of PRBs

1.4
6

3
15

5
25

10
50

20
100

Physical: Physical layer tasks include power control and neighbourhood measurements. These measurements are needed by the RRC sublayer as will be detailed
next. The OFDMA is selected for the LTE radio access technology, where the
dominant mode of operation is the Frequency Division Duplexing (FDD). With
OFDMA, data is transmitted in multiple orthogonal narrow band streams. This
orthogonality ensures that the Inter Symbol Interference (ISI) is at its minimum.
In LTE OFDMA, the transmission bandwidth is divided into Physical Resource
Blocks (PRB) of 180 kHz bandwidth and 0.5 msec duration, where each PRB
carries 12 subcarriers. The bandwidth spacing between these subcarriers is 15
kHz. As a result, the number of PRBs varies depending on the system transmission bandwith according to Table 2.1, where each PRB can be assigned to
one user at any given time.

MAC: MAC tasks include the dynamic scheduling of users, managing Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) errors and multiplexing the transport channels
coming from the physcial sublayer into logical channels going into the RLC sublayer. The logical channels provide diﬀerent priorities for users with diﬀerent
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. These logical channels, as shown in Figure 2.2, are divided into the user plane handling the user data, and the control
plane handling the signalling.
RLC: RLC tasks include correcting errors with the Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ),
detecting duplicates, RLC re-establishment, segmenting and concatenating RLC
Packet Data Units (PDU) and Service Data Units (SDU); segmentation for the
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PDUs going to the MAC sublayer and concatenation for those going to the
PDCP sublayer.
PDCP: similar to the RLC tasks, PDCP tasks include detecting packet errors, detecting packet duplicates and delivering in sequence the IP packets coming
from the upper layers towards the lower layers with Robust Header Compresssion (ROHC). This is done while providing the needed Internet Protocol (IP)
packets ciphering and integrity protection before transmitting the packets into
the air.
RRC: RRC sublayer tasks handle the overall handover procedure in the network;
they start with the UE measurement conﬁguration and reporting, then the
cell selection and reselection in both the RRC IDLE and RRC CONNECTED
states; and ﬁnally the UE context transfer during the handover execution phase.
During the RRC IDLE state, the UE is disconnected from the EUTRAN while
performing tasks such as periodically decoding EUTRAN measurement conﬁguration updates, decoding paging messages and camping on cells after making
the cell selection. However, and in contrary to the RRC IDLE state, the UE
is connected to the network during the RRC CONNECTED state, while being controlled by the network during handovers. Detailed elaboration on this
sublayer will follow in the upcoming LTE handover procedure section.

2.3

SON Architecture

According to the SON concepts and requirements speciﬁed by 3GPP in [12], SON use
cases can logically be implemented in LTE networks based on one of the following
three SON main architectures: Centralized, Distributed or Hybrid SON. Figures 2.3,
2.4 and 2.5, reproduced from [13], show these architectures which are explained as
follows:
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Figure 2.3: Centralized SON Architecture
(reproduced from [13])
• Centralized SON architecture: in which the SON algorithm runs within the
core network Operations, Administration and Management (OAM) element.
Information is exchanged between the OAM elements and the base stations
for the diﬀerent purpose SON use cases. In LTE networks, this exchange of
information is done through the Itf-N interface.
• Distributed SON architecture: in which the SON algorithm runs locally at
each base station. Information is exchanged directly between the base stations
for the diﬀerent purpose SON use cases. In LTE networks, the X2 interface is
responsible for this exchange of information.
• Hybrid SON architecture: in which the SON algorithm runs both centrally
at the core network and locally at each base station.
We can note from the above SON architectures that none of them have the UE
hosting any signiﬁcant SON functionalities. All of the SON functions are placed at
the network side. This placement of functions is done purposefully to allow for an
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Figure 2.4: Distributed SON Architecture
(reproduced from [13])

Figure 2.5: Hybrid SON Architecture
(reproduced from [13])
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economic and maintainable implementation. However, each one of the three architectures mentioned has its own advantages and disadvantages depending on what SON
use case is going to be implemented. In order to decide which architecture should be
chosen, [14] mentioned several factors that should be considered beforehand:
• The SON use case’s main objective,
• The availability of the SON use case’s required input measurements and
the measurement data size,
• The required processing speed of these input measurements,
• The SON use case’s frequency of use; in fact, SON use cases can be triggered
continuously, periodically or based on the occurrence of certain events.
Implementing the SON solutions at the various network entities and deciding upon
which entities should be chosen, remains up to the vendor. Because of this ﬂexibility,
dealing with equipment from diﬀerent vendors might introduce a challenge to the network operators, and may necessitate the need for adaptation layers where a common
optimization platform can be implemented.

2.4

LTE Handover Procedure

There are three main handover phases in the overall LTE handover procedure: handover preparation, handover execution and handover completion. Our focus in the
next subsections will be restricted to explaining the signalling procedure during the
handover preparation phase, as it is the phase in which the handover related self
optimization schemes under study would take eﬀect. The main purpose of the other
two phases is to provide commands for data loss detection and recovery which is out
of our researh scope, and therefore the details of these two phases are not discussed
further.
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Figure 2.6: Overall LTE Handover Procedure
Figure 2.6 shows the overall LTE handover procedure with a focus on the handover
preparation phase. The signalling steps shown are all applicable to handovers during
the RRC CONNECTED state, i.e., the state at which the user is having an active
call. However, they are still applicable to handovers during the RRC IDLE state, but
only up to step number 4 after which the remaining few steps would not be needed.
This minor diﬀerence between the handover procedure in both states will be clariﬁed
in the next subsection while explaining the step of UE Measurements and Decision.
The two major steps of Handover Decision and Admission Control will be explained
in order to introduce the standardized handover control parameters and the diﬀerent
access schemes respectively.
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UE Measurements and Decision

According to the standardized LTE overall description speciﬁed by 3GPP in [10], the
source eNB/HeNB, through its RRC sublayer, initially conﬁgures the way by which
UEs report their proximity to the source eNB/HeNB. This is in order to trigger the
UE to send a proximity indication whenever it is near this source eNB/HeNB. Only
when this proximity indication is sent by the UE to the source eNB/HeNB, source
eNB/HeNB will decide whether or not to send the most recent UE measurement
conﬁgurations to the UE. This is vital with the large number of femtocells expected
to be deployed.
These measurement conﬁgurations may include a list of all the neighbouring cells
to be scanned by the UE. This list is called the Neighbour Cell List (NCL), and it is
sent by the source eNB/HeNB to the UE to help it perform a faster and a less UE
battery consuming scanning process. However, and even if the NCL was not provided,
then the UE would just detect those cells which have their Reference Signal Received
Power (RSRP) values exceeding the UE’s receiver sensitivity. According to the UE
idle mode procedures speciﬁed by 3GPP in [15], the measured UE RSRP value should
be greater than or equal to -110 dBm in order for it to be detected by the UE.
Furthermore, the measurement conﬁgurations include the rules by which the UE
should stop taking any further measurements, or on the other hand, the rules by which
the UE should be triggered to take neighbourhood measurements. Generally, taking
these measurements could be event triggered or periodically triggered. According to
the 3GPP RRC protocol speciﬁcations given in [16], there are eight types of events
that could trigger the UE to start reporting the measurements:

1. Event A1: is when the serving cell becomes better, in terms of signal strength
or quality, than a threshold.
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2. Event A2: is when the serving cell becomes worse, in terms of signal strength
or quality, than a threshold.
3. Event A3: is when a neighbouring cell becomes oﬀset better, in terms of signal
strength or quality, than the Primary Cell (PCell). Primary cells are relevant
if the network system aggregates carriers.
4. Event A4: is when a neighbouring cell becomes better, in terms of signal
strength or quality, than a threshold.
5. Event A5: is when the PCell becomes worse than threshold-1 while having a
neighbour cell that has become better than threshold-2, and that is in terms of
signal strength or quality.
6. Event A6: is when a neighbouring cell becomes oﬀset better, in terms of
signal strength or quality, than the Secondary Cell (SCell). Secondary cells are
relevant if the network system aggregates carriers.
7. Event B1: is when an inter Radio Access Technology (RAT) neighbouring cell
becomes better, in terms of signal strength or quality, than a threshold.
8. Event B2: is when the PCell becomes worse than threshold-1 while having an
inter-RAT neighbouring cell that has become better than threshold-2, and that
is in terms of signal strength or quality.
In all cases, the UE measurements could be transmission/reception-gap assisted. The
notion behind the gap is to allow the UE to make the necessary target cell measurements while having no transmission or reception with the current serving cell
during this gap so that no interference would occur. These gap patterns are conﬁgured and activated by the RRC sublayer in the source eNB/HeNB. In the case
of inter-RAT neighbour cell measurements, the measurements are performed during
Downlink/Uplink idle periods provided by the network using suitable Discontinuous
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Reception (DRX)/ Discontinuous Transmission (DTX) periods or by using packet
scheduling if needed.
After conﬁguring the UE, the UE will start taking measurements from all detectable target cells. In the RRC IDLE state, only the RSRP levels are needed.
This is because the UE is in charge of making its own cell selection decisions and it
is satisﬁed with only this RSRP measurement. Speciﬁcally, the UE initially seeks to
identify a Public Land Mobile Network (PLMN) in which a suitable cell is selected
to “camp on”. A suitable cell should have a signal strength that is higher than the
minimum UE receiver sensitivity of -110 dBm. If multiple suitable cells were detected,
the UE would choose the cell with the highest signal strength. After that, the UE
will still be able to reselect another suitable cell if it ﬁnds another cell with a higher
signal strength.
If no suitable cell is found on any frequency or RAT, then the UE will seek to
identify an acceptable cell instead. An acceptable cell is the cell through which the UE
is able to initiate emergency calls and receive the Earthquake and Tsunami Warning
Service (ETWS) and the Commercial Mobile Alerting System (CMAS) messages.
We note from this early stage that the handover procedure in the RRC IDLE
state is UE controlled, and that the UE does not report to the source eNB/HeNB.
Therefore, the steps 1 to 4 shown in Figure 2.6 are the only steps applicable in the
RRC IDLE state.
By the time the user initiates a call, an attempt is made in order to make a
transition from the RRC IDLE state towards the RRC CONNECTED
state and therefore establish an RRC connection. The UE starts by selecting the
neighbouring target cell with the highest signal strength. If this cell selection request
was rejected by the target cell and the user’s new call request was blocked, then a
barring timer called T302 would be triggered to continue for a duration that can last
up to 16 seconds [16] in which the UE returns back to the RRC IDLE state and
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engages in the same cell selection procedure described above. As a result, choosing
the same target cell by the same UE is barred until this T302 timer expires. The
timer would continue running, for this user-target cell pair, until it expires or is reset
by the fact that the user managed to get access to another target cell. Finally, we
note here that the UE should also make sure that there is no running T302 timer for
the target cell by the time it makes its initial attempt to establish an RRC connection
with this target cell.
If the UE has managed to establish an RRC connection and made the transition
to the RRC CONNECTED state, then the UE measurements in this case will
include (in addition to the RSRP measurement): the Physical Cell Identities (PCI),
the Cell Global Identities (CGI), the Closed Subscriber Group IDs (CSG ID) and
the Member Indication. Knowing the target cell’s unique CGI is necessary in order
to avoid sending confusing reports to the source eNB/HeNB, which could have so
many femtocells with the same PCI, due to their expected large scale deployment.
Moreover, knowing the CSG ID and the UE Member Indication is also needed in order
to introduce the diﬀerent femtocell access schemes. Finally, the RSRP measurements
are requested by the source eNB/HeNB which makes the handover decision.
All of these measurements, reported by the UE to the source eNB/HeNB in the
RRC CONNECTED state, assist both of the source eNB/HeNB in making its ﬁnal
handover decision, and the target eNB/HeNB in making its ﬁnal admission decision
as it will be explained in the next two subsections.
In conclusion, the handover in the RRC CONNECTED state can clearly be seen
to be network controlled but still UE assisted.
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Handover Decision

In this step, not all the measurement reports received from the UE in the previous
step are used. Some of them are forwarded to the next Admission Control step and
those are the CSG ID and the UE Member Indication as it will be explained in the
next subsection. The rest which include the PCIs, the CGIs and the RSRP levels
are used here. On one hand, the PCIs and CGIs are used to diﬀerentiate between
the target cells scanned. On the other hand, the RSRP levels are used to make the
handover decision.
According to the UE connected mode procedures speciﬁed by 3GPP in [17], a
handover request is sent to the target cell that has the highest signal strength level,
if the following condition is met:
Qmeas,n > Qmeas,s + Qof f sets,n + QHysts 1
where:
Qmeas,n

is the RSRP measurement of the neighbouring cell in dBm.

Qmeas,s

is the RSRP measurement of the serving cell in dBm.

Qof f sets,n

is the cell individual oﬀset of the neighbouring cell as stored
in the serving cell in dB.

QHysts

is the handover hysteresis margin of the serving cell in dB.

Meeting this condition should be maintained for a duration of TReselection. Moreover, and in all cases, handover requests are initiated only if the user has spent at
least 1 second at the current serving cell.
The values of QHyst and TReselection can be scaled based on the detected user
mobility state. According to [15], detecting the user’s mobility state is based on
the number of UE cell reselections that have taken place during a recent predeﬁned
duration. This number is compared against two diﬀerent predeﬁned thresholds in
1

These abbreviations are used by the 3GPP UE connected mode procedures specification [15].
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order to decide the user’s mobility state and apply the mentioned mobility based
scaling if enabled. This scaling is applied as follows:
• If the number of UE cell reselections is higher than the Medium mobility threshold but lower than the High mobility threshold, then the user enters the medium
mobility state and a scaling factor called “sf-Medium” is applied.
• If the number of UE cell reselections is higher than the High mobility threshold,
then the user enters the high mobility state and a scaling factor called “sf-High”
is applied.
• If the number of UE cell reselections during another predeﬁned and slightly
longer period is lower than the Medium mobility threshold, then the user goes
back to the normal mobility state where no mobility scaling factor is applied.
Interestingly, it can be noticed that both of QHyst and TReselection are global system
control parameters, and if changed, such a change aﬀects handovers to all target cells
without distinction. However, we can also notice that Qoﬀset is cell-pair speciﬁc.
Changing Qoﬀset for a certain neighbouring target cell, as stored at the source cell,
aﬀects only those handovers which are initiated from this source cell towards this
target cell.
Finally, after having the source eNB/HeNB making its ﬁnal handover decision,
then it sends its handover request to the chosen target eNB/HeNB along with the
received CSG ID and UE Member Indication.

2.4.3

Admission Control

The admission control process starts when the handover request reaches the target
cell accompanied with the CSG ID and the Member Indication. Overall, the access
scheme in macrocells is open. However, if the target cell is a femtocell, then generally
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there are three main access schemes that would treat the UE in accordance with the
CSG ID and Member Indication received:
• Closed access scheme: which is common for personal and professional use
(e.g., homes, oﬃces). In this access scheme, subscribers beneﬁt from having
secure and exclusive access rights. However, one major disadvantage of this
access scheme, is preventing close active public users from entering the cell.
This results in having the cell struggling with the uplink interference which
these users might cause in their attempt to connect to a further open access
cell.
• Open access scheme: which is usually used to enhance the mobile operator’s
service coverage and capacity in public areas (e.g., airports, subways). With
this scheme, every user is allowed access. Therefore, users do not have the level
of service quality and security guarantee which they would have with the closed
access scheme.
• Hybrid access scheme: which tries to harness the beneﬁts of both the closed
access scheme and the open access scheme, while overcoming their disadvantages. This can be done by giving the cell owners a preferential treatment in
order to guarantee a minimum level of service for them without necessarily
blocking the other users at all times.
Depending on the Admission Control scheme implemented on the target cell, the UE’s
handover request can either be rejected or granted access. If the target cell decides
to deny the request, then we will have a Handover Failure and the target cell will
send a Handover Preparation Failure message to the source cell. In fact, the source
cell will wait, for a certain amount of time, to receive from the target cell either a
handover request acknowledgment message or a handover failure message. If this
time elapses without receiving a reply, then the source cell will cancel its handover
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request by sending a Handover Cancel message to the target cell along with the
cancellation reason set to “timer expiry”. Meanwhile, the source cell ignores further
messages coming from this target cell. Having successive handover failures could
lead the call at the source cell to eventually be dropped, i.e., have a Radio Link
Failure. A radio link failure would occur if the UE’s downlink Signal to Interference
and Noise Ratio (SINR) received from the current serving cell is less than a minimum
value (SINRmin ), which depends on the modulation scheme being implemented. This
decrease in the SINR received could be attributed to a higher interference or a limited
coverage resulting from a movement made by the user.
However, if the handover request is granted by the target cell, then the target
cell sends a Handover Acknowledgment message to the source cell which will send a
Handover Command message to the UE. This starts the handover execution phase
followed by the handover completion phase. If the user spends less than 5 seconds
in the target cell before returning back to the same source cell, the handover will be
considered a Ping Pong Handover.
To sum up, Figure 2.7 reproduced from [18], gives an illustration of the roles which
the diﬀerent standardized control parameters discussed so far play in the overall LTE
handover procedure. The ﬁgure also shows the delay introduced by the handover
execution phase and the handover completion phase.

2.5

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

A KPI is a common performance measurement that is monitored by the self optimization scheme in order to adapt the control parameters to environmental changes.
These KPIs are introduced here in order to aid our self optimization use case explanations in the next section. This set of common KPIs includes the following cell
statistics in which the KPI to be selected depends on the scheme to be adopted:
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Figure 2.7: Standardized Control Parameters Eﬀect on the Handover
(reproduced from [18])
• Handover Failure Ratio (HOFR): which is measured as:

HOFR

=

NHOF
NHOF +NSHO

where NHOF is the Number of Handover Failures and NSHO is the Number of
Successful Handovers. Only outbound handovers are considered if we deal with
the handover self optimization use case at the source cell, and only the inbound
handovers if we deal with the call admission control self optimization use case
at the target cell.
• Ping Pong Handover Ratio (PPHOR): which is measured as:

PPHOR

=

NP P HO
NHOF +NSHO

where NPPHO is the Number of Ping Pong Handovers and NSHO includes also
NPPHO.
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• Call Dropping Probability (CDP): which is measured as:

CDP

=

NRLF
NAC

where NRLF is the Number of Radio Link Failures and NAC is the Number of
Accepted Calls into the cell. NAC includes the new calls which were initiated
from within the cell, and the calls which were handed to it before.
• Call Blocking Probability (CBP): which is measured as:

CBP

=

NCB
NNC+NCB

where NCB is the Number of Call Blocks and NNC is the Number of New Calls
accepted.
• Cell Load (CL): which is measured as:

CL

=

NUP RB
NSP RB

where NUPRB is the Number of the Used Physical Resource Blocks and NSPRB
is the Number of the provided System Physical Resource Blocks.

2.6

Self Optimization Tasks

The following are the tasks of the considered handover related self optimization use
cases:
• Handover Self optimization: the eﬀect of this use case takes place at the
source cell during the handover process. The main task is to reduce the handover
failure ratio, the ping pong handover ratio and the call dropping probability if
possible. Otherwise, tradeoﬀs are made. In environments with a high ping pong
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handover ratio, the task gives a higher priority to maintaining the call dropping
probability at an acceptable level while decreasing the ping pong handover ratio
and the handover failure ratio. In environments with a high probability of calls
being dropped, the task is to decrease this probability at the cost of increasing
both the handover failure ratio and the ping pong handover ratio. In general,
having a high ping pong handover ratio increases the signalling, the processing and the delay overheads in the network, while having successive handover
failures might lead to a call drop.

• Call Admission Control Self optimization: the eﬀect of this use case takes
place at the target cell during the handover process. The main task is to admit
as many calls as possible while maintaining an acceptable level of service for the
ongoing calls. In environments with a high handover failure ratio, the task is
to decrease the handover failure ratio by reserving some resources at the target
cell for handover calls. As a result, this leads to a decrease in the call dropping
probability at the cost of increasing the call blocking probability. However, in
environments with a low handover failure ratio, the task is to give a higher
priority for maintaining the handover failure ratio at an acceptable level while
decreasing the call blocking probability.

• Load Balancing Self optimization: the eﬀect of this use case takes place at
the source cell during the handover process. The main task is to balance the
load across network cells. This balancing attempt forces the load to continuously move from the overutilized cells to the underutilized cells, which decreases
both the handover failure ratio and the call blocking probability at the cost of
increasing the ping pong handover ratio. However, and since the load is usually
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forced to move from the overutilized cells with high power levels to the underutilized cells with low power levels, the beneﬁts of this load balancing process
might come with an increase in the call dropping probability.
In order to perform these tasks, several schemes can be implemented. However, the
monitored KPIs and the used control parameters depend on the scheme adopted by
the self optimization use case.

2.7

Self Optimization Interactions

As can be seen from the self optimization use case tasks discussed above, each use
case has its own strategy on how the handover process should be enhanced. Meanwhile, these use cases aﬀect almost the same KPIs which would lead them to interact
either negatively or positively. Negative interactions are those interactions in which
one of the interacting schemes contradicts or limits the beneﬁts of the others resulting in a network performance deterioration, whereas positive interactions are those
interactions in which the interacting schemes help each other to improve the network
performance. However, in order to decide on whether an interaction is negative or
positive, we should consider the fact that interactions between two simultaneous use
cases might be negative for one use case but positive for the other and not merely negative or positive compared to the both of them. In addition, deciding the interaction
direction should be in light of all the diﬀerent KPIs in order to reach a fair judgement
about the nature of these interactions. The extent at which the diﬀerent interactions
take place is also an aspect that should be considered in order to determine if there
was a use case eﬀect that is dominating over the others. The following scenarios give
some possible interactions between the self optimization use cases of interest:
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Handover and Call Admission Control Self

optimizations interaction
In environments with a low handover failure ratio, the call admission control self
optimization use case at the target cell releases the reserved handover resources in
order to decrease the call blocking probability. However, in such environments, the
handover self optimization use case also releases more handover requests to the target
cell at which less resources are reserved. This might lead the two use cases to interact
negatively.
However, in environments with a high handover failure ratio, the call admission
control self optimization use case at the target cell reserves resources for the incoming
handover requests which are also decreased by the handover self optimization use case
at the source cell. This type of interaction might lead to an even lower handover failure
ratio but might be considered as ineﬃcient if we consider the cost of the increased
call blocking probability introduced by the call admission control self optimization
use case and the increased call dropping probability introduced by the handover self
optimization use case.

Scenario 2: Handover and Load Balancing Self optimizations
interaction
In environments with a high number of ping pong handovers, the handover self optimization use case decreases the ping pong handover ratio while the load balancing
self optimization use case increases it. However, in environments with a low number
of ping pong handovers but with a high call dropping probability, the handover self
optimization use case decreases the call dropping probability while increasing the ping
pong handover ratio which does not counteract the load balancing self optimization
use case.
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Scenario 3: Call Admission Control and Load Balancing Self
optimizations interaction
In environments of low handover failure ratio, the call admission control self optimization use case at the target cell releases the reserved handover resources which
might lead the incoming handover requests initiated by the load balancing self optimization use case at the source cell to fail. However, if the call admission control self
optimization use case reserves resources in response to a high handover failure ratio,
then the handover requests initiated by the load balancing self optimization use case
will ﬁnd resources reserved for them at the target cell.

2.8

Summary

This chapter discussed the necessary background needed for the following chapters.
It started with a detailed elaboration on the LTE femtocell network architecture and
how SON use cases can be implemented in such architectures. The standardized
LTE handover procedure was introduced in which its associated control parameters
were explained. These standardized control parameters could be chosen by the three
handover related self optimization use cases in order to perform their tasks. These
tasks were discussed after introducing the diﬀerent KPIs commonly used by these use
cases.
After explaining the individual tasks of each of the three handover related self
optimization use cases, the main issue of interaction between these use cases was
introduced in which some possible interaction scenarios were explained.

Chapter 3
Handover Related Self Optimization
3.1

Introduction

The three handover related self optimization use cases selected for this work are:
handover self optimization, call admission control self optimization and load balancing
self optimization. In this chapter, we start with a survey of the current interaction
studies made between any combination of these three use cases. From this survey,
we show the need for an interaction study that gathers all of the three use cases.
Therefore, we survey the proposed handover related self optimization schemes in
order to identify three representative schemes, one for each use case. After surveying
the proposed schemes for each use case, the corresponding representative scheme is
detailed with the illustration of its pseudocode.

3.2

Interaction Studies

In reference [19], the interaction between a handover self optimization scheme and
a load balancing self optimization scheme is studied. The handover self optimization scheme is based on adjusting the standardized control parameters of QHyst and
TReselection while being triggered by events such as having a high handover failure
33
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ratio, a high call dropping probability or a high ping pong handover ratio. Whereas,
the load balancing self optimization scheme is based on adjusting the standardized
Qoﬀset control parameters while being triggered by the load diﬀerences between the
neighbouring cells. Both schemes are running periodically. However, the optimization
interval of the handover self optimization scheme is in the order of minutes, whereas
the optimization interval of the load balancing self optimization scheme is in the order
of seconds. This shorter optimization interval has led the load balancing self optimization scheme to dominate over the handover self optimization scheme especially in
overload conditions. Therefore, it is proposed in both [20] and [21] that the handover
self optimization scheme should be stopped from readjusting its control parameters
and causing backward handovers after having the load balancing self optimization
scheme shifting the load from the overloaded cells.
The authors in [22] study the interaction between a handover self optimization
scheme and a call admission control self optimization scheme. The handover self optimization scheme is based on monitoring periodically the trend followed by a weighted
summation of the handover failure ratio, the call dropping probability and the ping
pong handover ratio. If this summation is decreasing, then the same optimization direction is followed and the next operating point deﬁned by QHyst and TReselection is
selected. However, if this summation is increasing, then the opposite optimization direction is followed. For the call admission control self optimization scheme chosen, the
conventional guard channel policy is adopted with a dynamic threshold. This threshold is decreased if the handover failure ratio or the ratio of calls with a low throughput
is higher than a predetermined value. If both of these KPIs are lower than this value
and the call blocking probability is higher than another predetermined value, then
the guard channel policy threshold is increased. In any other case, this threshold
does not change. Both schemes are interacting constructively in terms of achieving a
lower handover failure ratio and a lower call dropping probability, while no eﬀect is
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taking place between them in terms of the ping pong handover ratio. Moreover, the
call admission control self optimization scheme is beneﬁting from this interaction by
blocking less calls. The authors in [22] conclude that the overall interaction between
the two schemes chosen is positive.
Finally, and to the best of our knowledge, no further interaction studies have been
published for any combination of the three handover related self optimization use
cases of interest. Therefore, this lack of interaction studies between these use cases
has led us to conduct the following surveys in order to identify representative schemes
to be carried out throughout the rest of this study.

3.3
3.3.1

Handover Self Optimization Schemes
Related Work

We survey a number schemes including some single control parameter adjusting
schemes, and some multi-control parameter adjusting schemes.
Beginning with [23], the authors proposed a scheme that monitors the current cell
load and type. Without the need to rely on adjusting a speciﬁc control parameter,
the authors proposed an empirical formula that uses the current cell load and type
in order to modify the RSRP measurement received by the UE. With these modiﬁed
RSRP measurements, the handover decision process reacts to the current cell load
and type while relying on the same static thresholds proposed in [24] as follows: if the
source cell’s RSRP level is lower than a threshold, then a handover request is initiated
from the source cell towards the target cell. However, if the source cell’s RSRP level
is higher than the target cell’s RSRP level by a margin value for a predetermined
duration, then a handover request towards the target cell is initiated. Therefore,
using these modiﬁed RSRP measurements aﬀects the handover decision process which
reﬂects back on the cell loads.
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Other schemes rely on explicitly adjusting standardized control parameters including QHyst, TReselection and Qoﬀsets. Starting with the authors in [25], a handover
self optimization scheme is proposed, which is based on adjusting either the standardized QHyst control parameter or the standardized TReselection control parameter.
This adjustment is made in reaction to handover defect types which could lead to radio link failures. These handover defect types include handover requests triggered by
unreliable target cell measurements called “Too Early Handovers”, handover requests
delayed signiﬁcantly in their ﬁnal handover execution phase called “Too Late Handovers” and handover requests triggered to temporarily valid target cells called “Handovers To Wrong Cells”. The scheme ﬁrst diﬀerentiates between these three handover
defect types by measuring their resulting handover failure ratio, ping pong handover
ratio and call dropping probability. Based on these measurements, a decision is made
towards which handover defect type is being experienced and how diﬀerent control
parameter adjustments should be made. In general, it is only the QHyst or the TReselection control parameter that is changed at any given time. In either case, the
adjustment step size is a function of the average failure ratio. However, if either one
of these control parameters has reached its minimum or maximum, then adjustments
start with the other one. Obviously, these control parameter adjustments have an
impact on the monitored measurements indicated.
The authors in [26] proposed another scheme that adjuts a single control parameter. Contrary to the design in [25], the standardized Qoﬀset control parameter
is chosen instead of the standardized TReselection control parameter. The authors
claim that their choice is based on the fact that Qoﬀset is cell-pair speciﬁc, whereas
TReselection is global and therefore gives less ﬂexibility in triggering handover decisions between the diﬀerent neighbours. Moreover, the authors ﬁnd that depending
on the user mobility status, diﬀerent handover defect types dominate over others.
Therefore, their scheme starts by monitoring the too early handovers, too late han-
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dovers, handovers to wrong cells and ping pong handovers. After that, the scheme
decides upon which handover defect type is dominating in order to react properly to
the mobility status causing this handover defect dominance. Based on the scheme’s
decision, the corresponding Qoﬀsets are adjusted.
A multi-control parameter adjusting scheme is proposed by [18]. The scheme starts
by exchanging with the neighbouring cells the number of radio link failure events,
the number of too early handover events and the number of handover to wrong cell
events. If the total summation of these events exceeds a predeﬁned threshold value,
then the scheme starts checking whether a global optimization or a local optimization
is necessary. If global optimization is necessary, then the QHyst and TReselection
control parameters are adjusted. However, if local optimization is enough, then only
the relevant Qoﬀset control parameters are adjusted. These adjustments are made
based on the monitored KPIs and the weights given to them by the operator policy.
Three multi-control parameter adjusting schemes are proposed in the European
Union (EU) project of Self Optimisation and self ConﬁguRATion in wirelEss networkS
(SOCRATES) [19]. These three schemes are: the Simpliﬁed Trend-based scheme, the
Trend-based scheme and the Handover Performance Indicator Sum-based scheme.
The Simpliﬁed Trend-based scheme periodically monitors the handover failure
ratio, the call dropping probability and the ping pong handover ratio. The trend
followed by each KPI is determined by comparing its current value against its predeﬁned threshold. Based on the trend detected, both the standardized QHyst and
TReselection control parameters are adjusted. For instance, if the handover failure
ratio is lower than its threshold, the ping pong handover ratio is lower than its threshold and the call dropping probability is higher than its threshold, then both QHyst
and TReselection control parameters are decreased. Whereas both of these control
parameters are increased if the mentioned KPIs behave oppositely. However, if all of
these KPIs are higher than their corresponding thresholds, then all of these thresholds
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are increased and vice versa.
Although the Trend-based scheme still monitors the same KPIs adopted by the
Simpliﬁed Trend-based scheme, the Trend-based scheme does not run periodically.
In fact, it starts by verifying that the network is experiencing a tangible trend by
comparing the current KPI measurements against their thresholds and waiting to
see whether this comparison result holds for a predeﬁned duration or not. If these
KPI measurements are lower than their thresholds, then a “good performance” is
detected and the corresponding KPI thresholds are decreased. On the other hand, if
these KPI measurements are higher than their thresholds, then a “bad performance”
is detected, and the scheme continues by doing one of two things: either change
the handover operating point deﬁned by the standardized QHyst and TReselection
control parameters or increase the corresponding KPI thresholds so that they can be
met. The empirical criteria for changing the handover operating point is discussed
in [27] and it is developed after conducting a sensitivity analysis for each of these KPIs
against all of the possible QHyst and TReselection control parameter combinations.
The Handover Performance Indicator Sum-based scheme works also periodically
like the Simpliﬁed Trend-based scheme. It is given this name due to the fact that it
monitors a handover performance indicator that is deﬁned as a weighted summation
of the handover failure ratio, the call dropping probability and the ping pong handover
ratio. This scheme starts by comparing the current value of this indicator against its
last value. If the current handover performance indicator value is lower than its last
value which means an improving performance, then the same optimization direction
is followed, otherwise the optimization direction is reversed. The same empirical
criteria mentioned in [27] is adopted for this scheme. However, the drawback of
this scheme is that any slight handover performance indicator change may cause a
change in the optimization direction needlessly, while the global minimum is still
located along the same optimization direction. Therefore, reference [28] proposed a
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strategy that would prevent the optimization direction from switching back unless
the handover performance indicator change percentage is higher than a threshold
called the “Performance Degradation Percentage” (PDP). This strategy decreases the
convergence time, decreases the needed signalling and therefore improves the scheme
performance. However, the PDP, as is the case with any other threshold, should be
set cautiously since a very high PDP may result in tolerating an excessive handover
degradation before reacting and changing the optimization direction. As a result,
a T-test is proposed in [29] to be implemented just before this PDP startegy. This
T-test determines the statistical signiﬁcance of the diﬀerence between the current and
the last values of the handover performance indicator and based on this statistical
signiﬁcance a decision is made on whether to switch the optimization direction or not.
These improvements yields the Enhanced Handover Performance Indicator Sum-based
scheme [29].
To conclude, we compare the surveyed handover self optimization schemes discussed
above as shown in Table 3.1 in order to help us decide which scheme to choose as a
representative. The comparison is made in terms of the applicable control parameters,
the technique implemented and the SON architecture adopted.
From this comparison, we have chosen the Simpliﬁed Trend-based scheme, which
is proposed in [19], as our handover self optimization scheme representative for the
following reasons:
• This scheme is a multi-control parameter adjusting scheme, which gives more
ﬂexibility in altering the handover decisions.
• The QHyst and TReselection control parameters, adjusted by this scheme, are
both standardized and therefore are commonly used between the schemes.
• This scheme is generic and does not change its control parameters based on any
empirical criteria.

Scheme

Control
Parameters

Technique

H. Zhang et al.
[23] scheme.

Not
Applicable

Adjusting the UE RSRP measurement using an empirical formula in
response to cell load and type.With these modiﬁed RSRP measurements,
handover decisions are adjusted.
Comparing HOFR, CDP and PPHOR in order to decide the handover defect
type. After that, either QHyst or TReselection is adjusted at any given time.
Monitoring handover defect events in order to detect the dominant handover
defect type and adjust the corresponding Qoﬀsets properly.
Collecting the number of RLFs, the number of too early handovers and the
number of handovers to wrong cells. After that, deciding whether a global
optimization is needed using QHyst and TReselection, or just a local
optimization using Qoﬀsets.
Comparing HOFR, CDP and PPHOR against their thresholds to decide
upon the trend and change QHyst and TReselection accordingly.

C. Feng et al.
[25] scheme.
K. Kitagawa et al.
[26] scheme.
L. Ewe et al.
[18] scheme.

QHyst and
TReselection
or Qoﬀsets

QHyst and
TReselection

Comparing HOFR, CDP and PPHOR against their thresholds and wait for
comparison result to hold, so that a tangible trend can be decided after which
QHyst and TReselection are adjusted according to an empirical criteria.
A weighted summation of HOFR, CDP and PPHOR is developed in order
to compare its current performance with its last performance and decide
how QHyst and TReselection should be changed according to an empirical
criteria.
The Handover Performance Indicator Sum-based scheme is enhanced by
not allowing minor handover performance changes from reversing the
optimization direction and slowing down the optimization process.

Distributed

Centralized
or Hybrid

Distributed
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T. Kürner et al.
[19] Simpliﬁed
Trend-based scheme.
T. Kürner et al.
[19] Trend-based
scheme.
T. Kürner et al.
[19] Handover
Performance Indicator
Sum-based scheme.
I. Balan et al. [29]
Enhanced Handover
Performance Indicator
Sum-based scheme.

QHyst or
TReselection
Qoﬀsets

SON
Architecture
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• This scheme is based on monitoring the locally processed KPI measurements
of the handover failure ratio, the call dropping probability and the ping pong
handover ratio. Therefore, there is no signalling cost associated with it and the
distributed SON architecture is adopted.

3.3.2

Representative Scheme

Algorithm 3.1 shows the pseudocode of the chosen Simpliﬁed Trend-based representative scheme [19]. The notations used are explained as follows:

OHOFR_TH

is the initial Outbound HOFR THreshold set by the operator

CDP_TH

is the initial CDP THreshold set by the operator

PPHOR_TH

is the initial PPHOR THreshold set by the operator

OHOFR

is the cell’s Outbound HOFR

CDP

is the cell’s CDP

PPHOR

is the cell’s PPHOR

QHyst

is the cell’s QHyst

T Reselection

is the cell’s T Reselection

DeQHyst

is the optimization Decrease step for QHyst

DeT Reselection

is the optimization Decrease step for TReselection

DeOHOF RT H

is the optimization Decrease step for OHOFR_TH

DeCDP T H

is the optimization Decrease step for CDP_TH

DeP P HORT H

is the optimization Decrease step for PPHOR_TH

QHystmax

is the maximum allowed value for QHyst by the scheme

InQHyst

is the optimization Increase step for QHyst

T Reselectionmax

is the maximum allowed value for TReselection by the scheme

InT Reselection

is the optimization Increase step for TReselection
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Figure 3.1: Handover Self Optimization Scheme Trade oﬀ
InOHOF RT H

is the optimization Increase step for OHOFR_TH

InCDP T H

is the optimization Increase step for CDP_TH

InP P HORT H

is the optimization Increase step for PPHOR_TH

As aforementioned, this scheme starts by initializing the operator KPI thresholds to their desired values. Following that, and while the cell is on, the scheme
periodically measures the local OHOFR, CDP and PPHOR. Outbound HOFR is
considered since this scheme is a handover self optimization scheme. Based on these
KPI measurements, the scheme decides on whether QHyst and TReselection should
both be decreased or increased by their corresponding optimization steps. However,
if all of the current KPI measurements are lower than their corresponding thresholds,
then these thresholds are decreased and vice versa. In each case, these decisions are
processed locally at the cell level.
Most importantly, this scheme does trade oﬀ handover failure ratio and ping pong
handover ratio with call dropping probability. Figure 3.1 depicts this important
characteristic.
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Algorithm 3.1 Handover Self Optimization Representative Scheme
1. Initialize OHOFR_TH, CDP_TH and PPHOR_TH to the operator desired values
2. while Cell is ON do
3.

if the last optimization interval has passed then

4.

Compute last optimization interval OHOFR, CDP and PPHOR

5.

if OHOFR<OHOFR_TH and PPHOR<PPHOR_TH then

6.

if CDP>CDP_TH then

7.

QHyst=max(0, QHyst−DeQHyst);

8.

TReselection=max(0, TReselection−DeT Reselection);

9.

else

10.

OHOFR_TH=max(0, OHOFR_TH−DeOHOF RT H);

11.

CDP_TH=max(0, CDP_TH−DeCDP T H);

12.

PPHOR_TH=max(0, PPHOR_TH−DeP P HORT H);

13.
14.
15.

end if
else
if CDP≤CDP_TH then

16.

QHyst=min(QHystmax , QHyst+InQHyst);

17.

TReselection=min(T Reselectionmax , TReselection+InT Reselection);

18.

else

19.

OHOFR_TH=min(1, OHOFR_TH+InOHOF RT H);

20.

CDP_TH=min(1, CDP_TH+InCDP T H);

21.

PPHOR_TH=min(1, PPHOR_TH+InP P HORT H);

22.
23.
24.

end if
end if
end if

25. end while
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Optimization

Schemes
3.4.1

Related Work

All of the call admission control self optimization schemes surveyed in this subsection
are based on making bandwidth reservations for a certain class of calls in order to
give it a higher priority over the other classes. Moreover, all the control parameters
used are non standard.
To begin with [30], the authors proposed a call admission control self optimization
scheme that is based on reserving resources for non-real-time calls. This reservation
is made in order to ensure that real-time calls do not dominat over non-real-time
calls. This is due to the fact that reserving resources for real-time calls would still
not prevent these delay intolerant services from dropping calls, whereas reserving resources for non-real-time calls would result in avoiding congestions due to the delay
tolerance demonstrated by these services. Therefore, it is proposed in this scheme
that non-real-time call requests are accepted as long as there is available bandwidth,
whereas real-time call requests are accepted as long as they do not exceed a threshold
ratio of the total cell capacity. This periodically adjusted threshold ratio either decreases, if the real-time calls packet drop rate is higher than a predetermined value, or
increases otherwise. On the one hand, this threshold decrease releases the real-time
service resources suﬀering from a high packet drop rate, while adding them to the
non-real-time service resources. On the other hand, this threshold increase enables
real-time calls to get more resources if they are performing well and have a low packet
drop rate.
Contrary to the work in [30], the authors in [31] and [32] proposed call admission
control self optimization schemes which do not dynamically diﬀerentiate between nonreal-time calls and real-time calls but rather dynamically prioritize handover calls
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over new calls. This prioritization is made, since having a call drop is perceived to be
worse by the end user than having a call block. The handover calls are prioritized by
adopting the conventional guard channel policy with a dynamic threshold. Therefore,
new calls are accepted as long as their total capacity does not exceed this threshold,
whereas handover calls are accepted as long as their required bandwidths are available.
Both [31] and [32] adjust the same threshold in response to periodical measurements.
However, they diﬀer slightly in how they make this threshold adjustment.
In [31], the threshold is decreased if the handover failure ratio is higher than a
certain value. This threshold adjustment increases the number of channels reserved
for handover calls and therefore decreases the handover failure ratio. However, the
threshold is increased if the handover failure ratio is lower than a certain value for a
number of successful handover attempts. Having this number of successful handover
attempts as a condition makes the scheme respond slower to low handover failure
ratios. The authors claim that this delay in reacting to low handover failure ratio
measurements prevents the system from oscillating. In general, this threshold increase
gives new call requests more resources and therefore less call blocking would occur.
Similar to [31], the scheme in [32] monitors, in addition to the handover failure
ratio, the call blocking probability and the fraction of calls with a throughput lower
than the minimum throughput required by the packet scheduler. If this fraction and
the handover failure ratio are higher than their corresponding KPI thresholds, then
the dynamic guard channel threshold is decreased. However, if all of these KPIs
are lower than their corresponding KPI thresholds, while having the call blocking
probability higher than its corresponding KPI threshold, then the dynamic guard
channel threshold is increased. Generally, the trend is to increase the dynamic guard
channel threshold in a pace slower than the one used in decreases, and this is in order
to prioritize handover call requests over new call requests.
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In another work, the author of [33] claim that users have mobility habits that
can be predicted in a way similar to character predictions made by data compression
techniques. Therefore, a mobility prediction algorithm, inspired by this analogy, is
proposed in order to derive the users’ handover probabilities towards neighbouring
cells. The neighbouring cells, at which these handover probabilities pass a predeﬁnd
value, are included in a cluster of cells that is used in making admission decisions. For
instance, a new call request is admitted, if the summation of handover probabilities
to this cluster multiplied by the cluster’s bandwidth availabilities is higher than this
summation multiplied by a dynamic threshold. This dynamic threshold is increased
if the handover failure ratio is higher than a predetermined value and vice versa to
account for the need to increase the overall cell loads. However, handover requests are
prioritized over new calls by not subjecting their admission decisions to this threshold.
Finally, and after admiting the new call request or the handover request, a bandwidth
proportional to the derived handover probabilties is reserved in the remaining cells of
the cluster.
The work in [34] is the only call admission control self optimization scheme which
prioritizes handover calls over new calls while still diﬀerentiating between real-time
and non-real-time calls. To begin with real-time services, new call requests are admitted only if the desired amount of bandwidth is available at the target cell and
its neighbours, whereas handover call requests are given a higher priority over new
call requests by being satisiﬁed with the minimum bandwidth at the target cell and
its neighbours. However, non-real-time services are diﬀerentiated from real-time services. For instance, with non-real-time services, new call requests are admitted by
only having the desired amount of bandwidth at the target cell, whereas handover
requests are prioritized by being satisﬁed with any remaining bandwidth at the target
cell. Therefore, there is no need for reserving bandwidth at neighbouring cells when
dealing with non-real-time calls. In all cases, the reserved bandwidth pool is increased
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if the handover failure ratio is higher than a predetermined threshold value and vice
versa.
To conclude, we compare the same call admission control self optimization schemes
discussed above as shown in Table 3.2 in order to help us decide which scheme to
choose as a representative scheme. The comparison is made in terms of the applicable
control parameters, the technique implemented and the SON architecture adopted.
From this comparison, we choose the scheme proposed by [31] as our call admission
control self optimization scheme representative for the following reasons:
• This scheme is based on the most commonly used dynamic guard channel policy
which prioritizes handover call requests over new call requests.
• This scheme monitors the locally processed handover failure ratio. Therefore,
there is no signalling cost associated with it and the distributed SON architecture is adopted.
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Table 3.2: CAC Self Optimization Schemes Comparison
Scheme

Control
Parameters

S. Jeong
et al. [30]

Y. Zhang
et al. [31]

K. Spaey
et al. [32]

F. Yu
et al. [33]

C. Oliveira
et al. [34]

CAC guard
channel
policy
dynamic
threshold

Technique
The CAC threshold is adjusted in
response to the packet drop rate.
The goal is to make sure that real-time
calls do not dominate over non-real
time calls, whereas no handover call
prioritization is imposed.
The CAC threshold is adjusted in
response to the handover failure
ratio only. The goal is to prioritize
handover calls over new calls.
The CAC threshold is adjusted in
response to the handover failure ratio,
the call blocking probability and the
fraction of calls with a low throughput.
The goal is to prioritize handover
calls over new calls.
The CAC threshold is adjusted in
response to the handover failure ratio.
However, the bandwidth reservations
are made at cells where the derived
user handover probability exceeds
a certain threshold value, and these
reservations are proportional to these
handover probabilities. The goal is to
prioritize handover calls over new calls.
The CAC threshold is adjusted in
response to the handover failure ratio.
Moreover, real-time calls are not
admitted unless other bandwidth
reservations are made at the
neighbouring cells. Non-real-time
calls do not require that. This diﬀerence
in treatment ensures that real-time calls
do not dominate. Finally, handover calls
are prioritized over new calls by not
requiring as much bandwidth as new
calls at the admission phase.

SON
Architecture

Distributed

Centralized
or Hybrid
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Representative Scheme

As stated before, the representative call admission control self optimization scheme
chosen is based essentially on the scheme proposed by [31]. However, we have added
a few minor modiﬁcations in order to make the ﬁnal scheme account for the mobile
operator’s call blocking probability threshold, and in order to generally make the
mobile operator thresholds adjustable if they were initially set to extremely low or
high values. Algorithm 3.2 shows the pseudocode for the ﬁnal representative call
admission control self optimization scheme. Our modiﬁcations can be seen in lines 6
- 10 and lines 15 - 22, whereas the used notations are explained as follows:

IHOFR_TH

is the initial Inbound HOFR THreshold set by the operator

CBP_TH

is the initial CBP THreshold set by the operator

IHOFR

is the cell’s Inbound HOFR

CBP

is the cell’s CBP

α1

is the fraction of IHOFR_TH that triggers CAC_TH
to decrease

INHOF

is the cell’s Inbound NHOF

DeCACT H

is the optimization Decrease step for CAC_TH

α2

is the fraction of IHOFR_TH that triggers CAC_TH
to increase

INSHO

is the cell’s Inbound NSHO

INSHO_TH

is the cell’s INSHO THreshold

InCACT H

is the optimization Increase step for CAC_TH

DeIHOF RT H

is the optimization Decrease step for IHOFR_TH

DeCBP T H

is the optimization Decrease step for CBP_TH

InIHOF RT H

is the optimization Increase step for IHOFR_TH

InCBP T H

is the optimization Increase step for CBP_TH
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Algorithm 3.2 CAC Self Optimization Representative Scheme
1. Initialize IHOFR_TH and CBP_TH to the operator desired values
2. while Cell is ON do
3.

if the last optimization interval has passed then

4.

Compute last optimization interval IHOFR and CBP

5.

if IHOFR≥α1 ×IHOFR_TH and INHOF>0 then

6.

if CBP≤CBP_TH then

7.
8.

CAC_TH=max(0, CAC_TH−DeCACT H);
else

9.
10.

CAC_TH=CAC_TH;
end if

11.

end if

12.

if IHOFR≤α2 ×IHOFR_TH and INSHO≥INSHO_TH then

13.

CAC_TH=min(1, CAC_TH+InCACT H);

14.

end if

15.

if IHOFR<IHOFR_TH and CBP<CBP_TH then

16.

IHOFR_TH=max(0, IHOFR_TH−DeIHOF RT H);

17.

CBP_TH=max(0, CBP_TH−DeCBP T H);

18.

end if

19.

if IHOFR>IHOFR_TH and CBP>CBP_TH then

20.

IHOFR_TH=min(1, IHOFR_TH+InIHOF RT H);

21.

CBP_TH=min(1, CBP_TH+InCBP T H);

22.
23.

end if
end if

24. end while
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Figure 3.2: CAC Self Optimization Scheme Trade oﬀ
As aforementioned, this scheme starts by initializing the operator KPI thresholds
to their desired values. While the cell is on, the scheme periodically measures the
local IHOFR and CBP. Inbound HOFR is only considered since this scheme is a call
admission control self optimization scheme. Based on these KPI measurements, the
scheme decides on whether the guard channel policy’s dynamic threshold “CAC_TH”
should be decreased or increased by its corresponding optimization step. During this
decision proces, both of α1 and α2 , with α2 < α1 , will prevent oscillations in the
optimization decisions, whereas adding the condition of having multiple successful
handovers to the decision process slows down responses to low handover failure ratios.
This slow down gives handovers a higher priority over new calls. However, if all of
the current KPI measurements are lower than their corresponding thresholds, then
these thresholds are decreased and vice versa. In all cases, all of these decisions are
processed locally at the cell level.
Most importantly, this scheme does trade oﬀ handover failure ratio with call blocking probability. Figure 3.2 depicts this important characteristic.
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Load Balancing Self Optimization Schemes
Related Work

All of the load balancing self optimization schemes surveyed are based on adjusting
the cell coverage area in order to balance the load. This adjustment could be done
either by adjusting the cell transmission power level or by adjusting the cell Qoﬀset
standardized control parameters. Adjusting the cell transmission power level makes
an actual change of the cell coverage area, whereas adjusting the cell Qoﬀsets makes a
virtual change of the cell coverage area. In all cases and in all of the schemes surveyed,
an exchange of load information between the cells is needed in order to make the load
balancing decisions which generates a signalling overhead.
In [35], a load balancing self optimization scheme is proposed that is based on
adjusting the transmission power level in response to the current cell load condition.
The scheme starts by exchanging load information from the other cells in the network.
The average of these loads is compared to the current cell load, and if this average
network load is lower than the current cell load, then the current cell power level is
decreased and vice versa. However, adjusting the cell power level might cause gaps
and overlaps to occur. Therefore, the authors also develop another scheme in order
to avoid these drawbacks. This scheme adjusts the minimum power level which a cell
can reach using the power adjustment scheme proposed. This is done by monitoring
the cell call dropping probability, and if it is higher than a certain threshold, then
this indicates a gap and the cell minimum power level is increased. However, if the
cell call dropping probability is lower than a certain threshold, then this indicates an
overlap and the cell minimum power level is decreased.
The authors in [36] claim that trying to balance the load using power adjustment
techniques would still risk the network performance with more coverage overlaps and
gaps. Therefore, they proposed a load balancing self optimization scheme that is
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based on adjusting the standardized Qoﬀset control parameters instead. This scheme
initially starts with the Qoﬀset parameters set to zero. The scheme periodically
exchanges load measurements between the network cells. Qoﬀset adjustments are
made based on the diﬀerences between these periodical load measurements. On one
hand, the Qoﬀsets of a current cell which has a load that is, by a certain threshold,
lower than neighbouring cell loads are increased in order to limit the number of
handovers initiated by this current cell towards its neighbours. On the other hand,
Qoﬀsets are decreased if the current cell load is higher, by a certain threshold, than
the neighbouring cell loads. However, if the absolute load diﬀerence between a cell
and its neighbours is lower than this threshold, then no adjustment is made.
Several other load balancing self optimization schemes are based on adjusting the
standardized Qoﬀset control parameters. In [37], the authors proposed that Qoﬀsets
should be adjusted in response to the diﬀerence in call blocking probabilities between
the diﬀerent cells. This diﬀerence along with the current Qoﬀset values are used as
inputs to a fuzzy logic algorithm in order to make the Qoﬀset adjustment decisions.
The advantage of implementing this fuzzy logic controller is its ability to translate the
operator experience into crisp and clear actions. The process starts by translating the
inputs into linguistic terms using the fuzziﬁer simpliﬁed input membership functions.
A set of IF-THEN statements produced by the inference engine are translated into the
desired actions in linguistic terms. These outputs are translated back to the desired
crisp values by the defuzziﬁer.
The authors in [38] proposed a Qoﬀset adjusting load balancing self optimization
scheme. Their scheme is based on an Autonomic Flowing Water Balancing Method
(AFWBM). This method is inspired by the connected vessels theories in physics,
where the ﬂowing water algorithm is designed to balance the load across the vessels.
With this method, the scheme is implemented into distributed modules over the network cells which would allow each cell to monitor its load, detect overload situations
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and adjust the Qoﬀsets.
The work in [39] is the only load balancing self optimization scheme which is based
on adjusting both of the cell transmission power levels and the standardized Qoﬀset
control parameters. Similar to [37], both of these adjustments are made using a fuzzy
logic controller. For the Qoﬀset adjustments, the inputs to the fuzzy logic controller
are the current Qoﬀset values and the diﬀerence in the load ratios between the two
cells targeted by the load balancing, whereas the outputs will be the adjusted Qoﬀsets.
For the power adjustments, the inputs to the fuzzy logic controller are the diﬀerence
in the load ratios, the diﬀerence between the current cell transmission power level and
its default level, and another input called the ping pong parameter. With a low ping
pong parameter, the power adjustment process would be stopped, since its drawbacks
of generating gaps and overlaps would exceed its beneﬁts of balancing the load. The
outputs of this power adjustment process are the required trasmission power levels.
To conclude, we compare the surveyed load balancing self optimization schemes
discussed above as shown in Table 3.3 in order to help us decide which scheme to
choose as a representative. The comparison is made in terms of the applicable control
parameters, the technique implemented and the SON architecture adopted.
From this comparison, we choose the scheme proposed by [36] as our load balancing
self optimization scheme representative for the following reasons:
• This scheme avoids causing coverage gaps and overlaps by not adjusting the cell
transmission power levels.
• This scheme is adjusting the commonly used standardized Qoﬀset control parameters.
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Table 3.3: Load Balancing Self Optimization Schemes Comparison
Scheme

Control
Parameters

I. Ashraf
et al. [35]

Transmission
power levels

R. Kwan
et al. [36]

P. Muñoz
et al. [37]
Qoﬀsets

H. Zhang
et al. [38]

J. Aviles
et al. [39]

Qoﬀsets and
Transmission
power levels

Technique
The scheme starts by collecting
neighbouring cell loads, and then
compare their average with the
current cell load in order to adjust
the current cell power level and
balance the load. The minimum
power level threshold that can
be reached is adjusted based
on the monitored current cell call
dropping probability in order to
prevent gaps and/or overlaps.
The scheme starts by collecting
neighbouring cell loads. Then,
Qoﬀsets are adjusted in
accordance with the diﬀerences
between these loads.
The scheme starts by collecting
neighbouring cell call blocking
probabilities. These probabilities
along with the current Qoﬀsets
are fed to an FLC which decides
how Qoﬀsets should be adjusted.
The scheme is based on the
AFWBM modules inspired by
the connected vessels theories
in physics. These modules allow
each cell to detect overloads and
adjust Qoﬀsets accordingly.
This scheme is the only scheme
surveyed which adjusts both of
Qoﬀsets and the transmission
power levels. Both of Qoﬀsets
and the power levels are adjusted
using an FLC. However, the
authors develop a KPI called
the ping pong parameter that
should be high before allowing
the power levels to be adjusted
and risking the network with
more gaps and/or overlaps.

SON
Architecture

Centralized
or Hybrid
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Representative Scheme

Algorithm 3.3 shows the pseudocode for the representative scheme chosen, which is
proposed by [36]. The used notations are explained as follows:

Load_Diﬀ_TH

is the Load Diﬀerence THreshold

CLn

is the Neighbouring cell’s CL

CLs

is the Serving cell’s CL

Qof f sets,n

is the cell’s Qof f sets,n

Qof f setmax

is the maximum allowed value for Qoﬀset by the scheme

InQof f set

is the optimization Increase step for Qoﬀset

DeQof f set

is the optimization Decrease step for Qoﬀset

As aforementioned, this scheme starts by initializing the operator load diﬀerence
threshold “Load_Diﬀ_TH” to the desired value. After that, and while the cell is
on, the scheme periodically measures the current cell load and the neighbouring cell
loads. Based on these cell load measurements, the scheme decides on whether Qoﬀset
should be decreased or increased by their corresponding optimization steps. However,
if the absolute load diﬀerence between the current cell load and a neighbouring cell
load is lower than Load_Diﬀ_TH, then Qoﬀset is not adjusted. In all cases, all of
these decisions are processed locally at the cell level after gathering load information
from the neighbouring cells.
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Algorithm 3.3 Load Balancing Self Optimization Representative Scheme
1. Initialize Load_Diﬀ_TH to the operator desired values
2. while Cell is ON do
3.
4.
5.

if the last optimization interval has passed then
for all neighbouring cells do
Collect last optimization interval CLn

6.

end for

7.

for all neighbouring cells do

8.

if CLn − CLs >Load_Diﬀ_TH then
Qof f sets,n = min(Qof f setmax , Qof f sets,n + InQof f set);

9.
10.

end if

11.

if CLn − CLs <Load_Diﬀ_TH then
Qof f sets,n = max(−Qof f setmax , Qof f sets,n − DeQof f set);

12.
13.

end if

14.

if abs(CLn − CLs ) ≤Load_Diﬀ_TH then
Qof f sets,n = Qof f sets,n;

15.
16.
17.
18.

end if
end for
end if

19. end while
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Figure 3.3: Load Balancing Self Optimization Scheme Trade oﬀ
Most importantly, this scheme does trade oﬀ ping pong handover ratio with call
blocking probability and handover failure ratio. Figure 3.3 depicts this important
characteristic.

Chapter 4
Simulation Environment
4.1

Introduction

In this chapter we describe the simulation scenarios and the assumptions made
throughout our simulations. We illustrate our in-house discrete event simulator structure. The relationships between the diﬀerent modules is introduced with a general
elaboration on each module. Further implementation details can be found in the
appendices.
One of our main contributions in this work is in providing a uniﬁed LTE femtocell
simulation environment according to the recommendations and standards made by
main bodies in the area of LTE femtocell networks and related subjects including
the Small Cell Forum [40], the NGMN alliance [41] and 3GPP [5]. This uniﬁed environment helps us implement the representative self optimization schemes presented
previously in Chapter 3 while being extendable for future SON use case studies.

4.2

Simulation Scenario

We have chosen LTE as the radio access technology with a center carrier frequency of 2
GHz, a downlink system bandwidth of 3 MHz (15 PRBs). Only the downlink direction
59
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is considered as it is usually where the bottleneck is in terms of the handover and
call admission decisions. This is because the downlink throughput is almost always
higher than the uplink throughput, and therefore if the required downlink direction
throughput was granted by the handover and the admission control processes then
most probably the uplink direction would also be granted.
The network topology in our simulation scenario is a dual-stripe 10 × 10 square
metre apartment block with street widths of 10 metres as shown in Figure 4.1. This
topology is recommended by the Small Cell Forum in order to allow researchers to
have meaningful and comparable study results, while focusing on common real world
scenarios [40]. The numbers on the blocks represent the apartment numbers. At each
apartment of the 16 shown, there is a dropped femtocell, with a random uniform
distribution, to account for the ad-hoc deployment nature of femtocell networks.
However, some degree of user awareness is assumed in which users try to put their
femtocells within 3 metres of the apartment center in order to have a better service.
The femtocells are assumed to be open access. This assumption is made since
deploying open access femtocells is better economically for both the end user and
the operator according to [42]. Our study focuses on the three handover related self
optimization schemes in which having closed access femtocells would have made our
study results irrelevant. Having closed access femtocells disables these schemes and
prevents them from optimizing their system control parameters. This disablement is
because the user’s new call and handover requests would be denied access independent
from the current scheme control parameter values, and therefore the self optimization
cycle would not work.
The block shown is located at the intersection area of three macrocell sectors where
the macrocellular tier coverage is expected to be limited in terms of the signal strength
that can be received and therefore the level of service quality to be provided. This
weak macrocell coverage at the simulation area should lead the user handsets to rarely
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Figure 4.1: Network Topology
choose the macrocellular tier for their new and handover requests. This assumption
is made in order to have a network performance that captures, as much as possible,
the eﬀect of the self optimization schemes being studied and implemented only in the
femtocellular tier, while minimizing the eﬀect coming from the macrocellular tier.
Surrounding these three macrocell sectors are two rings of 3-sector macrocells
to account for the macrocell tier interference aﬀect on the femtocellular tier. The
total number of macrocells considered is 36 with an intersite distance of 1732 metres.
Figure 4.2 illustrates the overall simulation scenario, while being zoomed out and
surrounded by the two macrocell antenna rings, in addition to the three antennas in
which the simulation area is located at their coverage intersection.
For the Downlink Transmission (DL TX) power assignment, each cell’s carrier
signal has been assigned a 10% of the total cell’s transmission power, i.e., the cell
would continue radiating 10% of its transmission power even if it was not loaded. For
the 3-sector macrocell directional antennas, each antenna has a ﬁxed downlink transmission power level of 43 dBm, while each femtocell has an omnidirectional antenna
with a downlink transmission power that can vary from 2 to 20 dBm. The femtocell
downlink power level is determined using a power control scheme that tries to achieve
an SINR of 0 dB at the apartment edge. The femtocell’s downlink transmission power
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Figure 4.2: Surrounding Two Macrocell Rings
level depends on the interference conditions which the femtocell is exposed to. In fact,
the interference coming from any neighbouring cell is a function of its current load,
as will be explained in the next section. Therefore, and since no users are modelled
outside this simulation area, we assume that the macrocellular tier always have a
minimum ﬁxed load of 0.47. This assumption is made after verifying that varying
this macrocellular tier load almost have no eﬀect on the KPI results of interest, as
will be shown in the next chapter. This should be attributed to the large distance
separating the simulation area from the nearest macrocells.
The total number of users is varied from 3 to 9 users/femtocell plus 5 users in
5 vehicles (1 user/vehicle) mobilizing periodically in the path shown in Figure 4.3
moving at a speed of 30 km/h. The numbers on the paths represent the sequence of
events that are being taken periodically by each vehicle of the ﬁve until the simulation
ends. The randomly and uniformly dropped indoor users have a random walk mobility
model and bounce back when they hit the wall. Indoor user velocity varies from 0 to
10 km/h.
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Figure 4.3: Vehicle Movement Trace
Initially all users are Idle. Within 5 seconds of simulation time, each user starts
sending a new call request to the best candidate target cell based on the signal
strength. If the new call request is denied, then the T302 timer of 15 seconds will
start barring any further new call requests to the same access point from the same
user until it expires or the user manages to access another base station.
However, no mobility-based scaling factors are assumed for the two handover control parameters QHyst and TReselection. Additionally, the same cell barring technique is assumed for handover failures; i.e., when a user experiences a handover failure
from a certain target cell, this triggers a barring timer that prevents the UE from
choosing the same target cell again within the next 15 seconds. This barring timer
is assumed to be reset if it either expires or the UE has managed to get its handover
request granted by another target cell. The adoption of this barring technique is
based on the fact that rejected handover requests would most probably be rejected
anyway if they were sent to the same target cell within a short time after the ﬁrst
handover failure.
In order to comply with NGMN recommendations [41], we have adopted the following user traﬃc mix: 30% for the VoIP service, 20% for the interactive Gaming
service, 20% for the Near Real-Time Video Streaming service, 20% for the HTTP
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service and 10% for the FTP service. For the VoIP, the Gaming and the Near-RealTime Video Streaming services, the active and the idle call durations are drawn from
exponential distributions. Whereas, both HTTP and FTP services are assumed to
be continuously downloading webpages and ﬁles after ﬁnishing the reading of a previous one. The reading times are drawn also from exponential distributions as will be
explained in the next section. Most importantly, every user sticks to the same single
service type throughout the entire simulation time even if his/her call is blocked or
dropped.
In all cases, users have a Class-1 UE that can have, at its best conditions, a
downlink peak data rate of 10 Mbps with its Single Input Single Output (SISO)
technology [43]. Moreover, it is assumed that -10 dB is the minimum SINR level
needed by any UE to maintain a connection, and that the UE’s receiver sensitivity is
-110 dBm.
Table 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 summarize the simulation scenario assumptions, the traﬃc
mix and the call duration means, respectively. Appendix A lists the diﬀerent parameter assumptions applied by each of the three handover related representative schemes
explained in Chapter 3.

4.3

Simulator Structure

We have developed our own discrete event simulator written in approximately 8000
lines of MATLAB code. The simulator has the necessary modules that would simulate the overall handover procedure in accordance with the LTE standard. This
uniﬁed environment allows us to gain fair and valid comparisons between the diﬀerent handover related self optimization schemes under study, in order to get the best
insight into their interactions and the best way to coordinate their coexistence. We
have further worked to make these modules extendable to allow for even more future
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Table 4.1: Simulation Scenario Assumptions
Item
Radio Access Technology
Center Carrier Frequency
Downlink System Bandwidth
Number of PRBs
Topology Scenario
Number of ﬂoors
Apartment Size
Street Width
Number of Apartments
Macrocell Rings considered
Number of Macrocells
Macrocell Intersite Distance
Number of femtocells
Femtocell indoor location distribution
Femtocell Access Scheme
Macrocell Antenna
Femtocell Antenna
Macrocell DL TX Power Level
Femtocell DL TX Power Level
Macrocellular Tier Load
Initial Indoor user location distribution
Number of Indoor Users
Number of the vehicular users
Indoor Users mobility model
The vehicle’s mobility model

Vehicle Speed
Initial T302 barring Timer value
Handover Mobility-based Scaling
UE Class
UE Number of Receiver Antennas
UE Class’s Peak Data Rate
Minimum acceptable SINR level
UE Receiver Sensitivity

Assumption
LTE
2 GHz
3 MHz
15
Small Cell Forum
Dual-stripe Apartment Block
1
10 × 10 square metres
10 metre
16
2
36
1732 metres
16
Random Uniform
Open
3-Sector antennas
Omnidirectional
Fixed: 43 dBm
Varied: 2-20 dBm
0.47
Random Uniform
varies from 3 to 9 users/apartment
5 users (1 user/vehicle)
Random Walk Mobility
Model with Bouncing Back
Fixed velocity in
a predetermined path
(Check Figure 4.3)
30 km/h
15 seconds
Not applied
1
1 (SISO)
10 Mbps
-10 dB
-110 dBm
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Table 4.2: Traﬃc Mix
Traﬃc Type
VoIP
Gaming
Near-Real-Time Video Streaming
HTTP
FTP

Percentage
30%
20%
20%
20%
10%

Table 4.3: Active & Idle Call Duration Means
Service Type
VoIP
Gaming
Near Real-Time
Video Streaming

Active Call Duration Mean
5 minutes
10 minutes
20 minutes

Idle Duration Mean
5 minutes
5 minutes
5 minutes

research. The overall structure of this simulator is shown in Figure 4.4.
The simulator is composed of nine main modules. The unidirectional arrows represent the fact that some modules just receive from others, while the bidirectional
arrows represent the mutual exchange of information that exists between some modules as detailed next.
The simultion starts with the Initialization Module which sets up diﬀerent
parameter assumptions. The Initialization Module sends the relevant initial operational state (including the femtocells distribution, the users distribution and their
requested services) to both the User Mobility Module and the Traﬃc Generation Module to start generating the users’ mobility and traﬃc events, respectively.
The Initialization Module interacts with the Channel Module in order to compute the initial femtocell power levels. The Channel Module provides the shadow
fading and SINR values needed by the other main modules as shown in Figure 4.4.
The Handover Decision Module, which represents the handover decision functionality at the source cell, reacts to both the user mobility and traﬃc generation
events. However, in order for that to happen, the Handover Decision Module
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Figure 4.4: Simulator Overall Structure
consults the Channel Module for the correct RSRP measurement values of the
neighbouring cells. After having these neighbourhood discovery measurements, the
corresponding users make their handover decisions to be sent afterwards to the CAC
Module.
The CAC Module represents the CAC functionality at the target cell. At the
CAC Module, either admission and initial bandwidth reservation decisions are taken
or just rejection decisions. If the request was for a new call and it was rejected, then
the call would be blocked and a new call request would be made later on by the
user through the Traﬃc Generation Module. However, if the request was for
a handover and it was rejected, then this means that we had a handover failure
which might lead later on to a call drop, as would be indicated by the Bandwidth
Allocation Module, and again if a call was dropped, then the Traﬃc Generation
Module would be informed about such an event so that it could initiate a new
call request. If the handover request was granted, then this would mark the end of
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the handover preparation phase, and the beginning of the handover execution phase,
whereas for new call requests this would mark the end of the new call setup procedure.
These CAC decisions are taken based on the current target cell load and the initial
bandwidth reservation estimates made by the Channel Module.
Now for granted handover and new call requests, we have modelled the handover
execution phase delay and the new call setup delay, with just a constant that represents this procedure’s corresponding core network signalling delay. After which ﬁnal
bandwidth allocation decisions will be taken by the Bandwidth Allocation Module. The Bandwidth Allocation Module consults the Channel Module to make
the ﬁnal bandwidth and throughput allocation decisions. Additionally, it reports call
drops to the Traﬃc Generation Module which will generate new call requests.
The Handover Decision Module is responsible, in accordance with the standards, for the handover and the load balancing decisions through its QHyst, TReselection and Qoﬀset control parameters. Whereas, the CAC Module is responsible
for the admission decisions through its conventionl guard channel policy threshold.
However, with the introduction of the Self-Optimization Module “SO Module”, these
control parameters will be adjusted in response to KPI changes as detected, collected
and sent by the Report Generation Module.
The simulation continues until all of the monitored KPIs reach the required conﬁdence interval of ±5% for a conﬁdence level of 95%, after which the Report Generation Module outputs the ﬁnal simulation results. In fact, throughout the entire
simulation time, the Report Generation Module collects diﬀerent cell counters and
computes diﬀerent statistics which can be displayed through the module’s Graphical
User Interface (GUI).
In the next subsections, we go through each module of the above mentioned nine
modules to explain its structure, the theory and the assumptions behind it. Further
details are in the appendices as indicated.
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Initialization Module

This module is the starting point of our simulation where we initialize the user states
and the access point states as deﬁned in Appendix B. This module also runs the
downlink transmission power control scheme for the femtocells based on a method very
similar to the measurement based method followed in [44]. Thermal noise, shadow
fading, all interfering macrocell and femtocell signals are considered. The objective
is to achieve an SINR value of 0 dB at the femtocell boundary. This boundary
is set initially to the apartment edge in which the femtocell is in, and gradually
decreases or increases in order to meet the 0 dB SINR objective. This process leads
the Initialization Module to interact with the Channel Module in order to get the
SINR values needed after computing the shadow fading map values.

4.3.2

Channel Module

The Channel Module provides other modules with the RSRP and SINR measurements
needed after computing the shadow fading maps. These measurements are based on
assumptions recommended by the Small Cell Forum [40] in order to have comparable
results with other studies while still considering real life scenarios. The main tasks of
this module are explained below, while further details can be found in Appendix C.
Shadow Fading Maps Generation
These maps are used to compute the auto-correlated shadow fading values needed.
The Shadow Fading Maps are generated according to the correlation matrix based
method followed in [45]. A sample of these maps is shown in Figure 4.5. This sample
is for a serving femtocell shadow fading map with an auto correlation distance of 3
metres and therefore it has a 24 × 20 pixels to represent the whole 70 × 60 square
metres simulation area of interest; in other words each pixel has an area of 3 × 3
square metres.
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Figure 4.5: A Shadow Fading Map Sample
SINR Computation
Before computing the SINR measurement values, we need to determine the RSRP
measurement values of both the serving cell and the interfering cells based on the
shadow fading maps, the auto-correlated shadow fading values derived from these
maps, the path loss models and ﬁnally the thermal noise. However, and similar
to [46],we do not simulate the fast fading since its time scale is much smaller than
our simulation physical layer measurements’ time scale. Moreover, and similar to
the assumptions made in [47], we assume a ﬂat power spectral density which means
that the power allocated for each subcarrier is constant and equals to the total cell’s
transmission power divided by the number of active subcarriers. This assumption
is driven from the fact that, in multiuser OFDMA systems with multiuser diversity,
only good subchannel gains are assigned to the users, and therefore all subchannels
are in a good channel condition.
Additionally, we assume that the intra-cell interference is eliminated with OFDMA,
and that the inter-cell interference depends on the interfering cell loads which can be
used as an indication for the probability of causing interference; i.e., as the inter-
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fering cell load increases, the probability of occupying the same serving cell active
subcarriers increases, which causes collision or interference. This simpliﬁed method
of computing the interference is adopted by several authors including [48, 49, 50].

4.3.3

User Mobility Module

This module is responsible for generating the mobility events of both the indoor users
and the vehicles. Indoor users move according to a random walk model, whereas
vehicles take the paths depicted in Figure 4.3. The User Mobility Module starts
mobilizing the diﬀerent users starting from their initial locations provided by the
Initialization Module and then provides the other modules with the updated user
locations.

4.3.4

Traﬃc Generation Module

The Traﬃc Generation Module is responsible for initiating new call requests within
the ﬁrst 5 seconds of the simulation time with a uniform random distribution. Furthermore, if an event of user call drop or block is received from the other modules,
the Traﬃc Generation Module initiates a new call request within the next 5 seconds
with a uniform random distribution.
In what follows, we brieﬂy explain these traﬃc sources and their call dropping
criteria. Further interaction details between these traﬃc sources and the Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) can be found in [45] and [51]. These TCP interactions are
not not considered in our simulation due to their much smaller time scale compared
to ours.
VoIP
During a voice call there are active periods and inactive periods. Both are modelled
with an exponential time distribution of a 1.25 second mean. We simulate the voice
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call during the active period as a 16 kbps constant bit rate service, whereas the
inactive period is assumed to be completely silent. Our assumption of a 16 kbps
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) came from the 12.2 kbps Adaptive Multi-Rate (AMR)
voice encoding scheme adopted with the link adaptation disabled, and from the fact
that for every 320 bits of voice packets there is a payload of only 244 bits. In fact,
disabling link adaptation and using the full rate of 12.2 kbps captures the channel’s
worst case scenario.
Contrary to [45], and since the VoIP is a real-time service, we do not tolerate any
packet loss. We assume that a VoIP call is blocked or dropped if at any point in time
there are no suﬃcient resources to provide the 16 kbps throughput required.
Interactive Gaming
Similar to voice, interactive gaming is a real-time service. The ﬁrst downlink Gaming
packet starts, with a random uniform distribution, within the ﬁrst 40 msec of starting
the call. Since the average downlink Gaming packet size is 380 bytes, including the
2-byte User Datagram Protocol (UDP) header, and the average downlink packet
arrival time is 52 msec, we assume a CBR service of 57 kbps throughput. These
average values are decided after considering about 1 million samples of packet sizes
and packet arrival times according to the distributions given in [45].
Similar to VoIP calls, we assume that a Gaming session is blocked or dropped if at
any point in time there are no suﬃcient resources to provide the 57 kbps throughput
required.

Near Real-Time Video Streaming
To simulate the video streaming packet behaviour, we follow the 8 packets per 100
msec frame rule and the packet or “slice” size’s Trauncated Pareto distribution with
100-byte mean and the maximum packet size of 250 bytes. Moreover, the additional
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4-byte RTP/UDP/IP header is also considered.
At the beginning of the simulation, we assume that the user’s video playout buﬀer
is full with the video streaming bits necessary for a dejittered 64 kbps video streaming
service for the next 5 seconds. In order to prevent the user’s video playout buﬀer from
getting dry due to the 64 kbps video streaming service at the user side, we need to
provide this user buﬀer with the accumulated streaming video bits scheduled at the
base station buﬀer in a near-real-time fashion. This also prevents the base station
scheduler buﬀer, which also has a 5-second dejittering window, from getting into
overﬂow. Otherwise, the Video Streaming user is considered in outage.

HTTP
Each webpage has a main object and several embedded objects. After downloading
the main object, a parsing time is needed. Following that, the downloading of the
embedded objects will start, and when it ends the webpage will be ready for viewing.
According to [45], main objects are modelled by a lognormally distributed size with
a mean of 10710 bytes and a standard deviation of 25032 bytes. This distribution is
truncated at the minimum value of 100 bytes and the maximum value of 2 Mbytes.
The time needed to parse this main object follows an exponential distribution with a
mean of 0.13 second.
For the embedded objects, each object is modelled by a lognormally distributed
size with a mean of 7758 bytes and a standard deviation of 126168 bytes. This
distribution is truncated at the minimum value of 50 bytes and the maximum value
of 2 Mbytes. The number of these embedded objects follows a truncated Pareto
distribution with a mean of 5.64 and a maximum value of 53.
All of the above mentioned object sizes need to be adjusted to account for the one
40-byte IP header in each Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU), where the size of a
single MTU is found to be 1500 bytes in 76% of the packets and 576 bytes in 24%
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of the packets. More importantly, this MTU size is ﬁxed between all the diﬀerent
object types in each single webpage. The time needed to read the webpage, after
downloading all of these diﬀerent objects, follows an exponential distribution with a
mean of 30 seconds.
An HTTP user is considered in outage if the average service throughput is less
than the minimum required throughput of 128 kbps. It should be noted that the
eﬀect of the HTTP version, whether HTTP 1.0 or HTTP 1.1, and the corresponding
interactions with the TCP protocol are not modelled in our HTTP simulations.

FTP
According to the FTP evaluation methodology given in [45], the ﬁle size is lognormally
distributed with a mean of 2 Mbytes and a standard deviation of 0.722 Mbytes. This
distribution is truncated at the maximum value of 5 Mbytes. Similar to HTTP, the
ﬁle size is adjusted to account for the one 40-byte IP header in each MTU, where
the size of a single MTU is found to be 1500 bytes in 76% of the packets and 576
bytes in 24% of the packets. The reading time of this ﬁle size follows an exponential
distribution with a mean of 180 seconds.
An FTP user is considered in outage if the average service throughput is less
than the minimum required throughput of 128 kbps. Finally, it should be noted that
interactions with the TCP protocol are not modelled in our FTP simulations.

4.3.5

Handover Decision Module

This module receives the users current locations and traﬃc status from the User
Mobility Module and the Traﬃc Generation Module, respectively. The module is
responsible for executing the neighbourhood discovery scanning in which the UE
sends a list of the neighouring cells and their received RSRP carrier levels to the
current serving cell. A user’s call is dropped or blocked if there is no cell with a signal
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level that is higher than -110 dBm. If so, the Traﬃc Generation Module is informed
of such an event to generate a new call request. Notice that in all of these scanning
processes, the Handover Decision Module interacts with the Channel Module in order
to get the needed RSRP measurements.
After the neighbourhood discovery, the Handover Decision Module makes its handover decision based on the RSRP list sent by the UE and the source cell’s current
handover QHyst, TReselection and Qoﬀset control parameter values. This handover
decision is taken according to the standardised handover procedure discussed in Chapter 2.

4.3.6

CAC Module

The CAC Module at the target cell is designed to give a higher priority for handover calls over new calls with its conventional guard channel policy threshold. The
requesting services bandwidth estimates are made by referring back to the Channel
Module. Each one of these services has its own throughput demand that should be
met in order to keep the call from being blocked or dropped. By taking into account
the target cell’s current load and the bandwidth reservations made, the target cell
can decide whether to admit the request or not based on implementing the conventional guard channel policy and its current threshold value. If the request is granted
access, this then initiates the handover execution phase. Otherwise we have either
a handover failure, without necessarily leading to an instant call drop, or just a call
block in the case of a new call request being rejected, where both cases will initiate
a barring timer. In case of a call block or drop, the Traﬃc Generation Module is
informed of such an event to reactivate the UE of this call back into the system.
In all cases, and given the UE Class-1 SISO capabilities, there would be no bandwidth allocation that results in a throughput that is higher than 10 Mbps. Furthermore, the minimum SINR level assumed for maintaining any service is -10 dB. In
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fact, given a bandwidth allocation and a certain SINR measurement, the throughput
can be estimated using the attenuated and truncated Shannon’s Capacity formula as
explained in [40]. Further details can be found in Appendix C.
After having the target cell granting a handover request or a new call request, the
request goes through some core network signalling procedures during the Handover
Execution phase or the Call Setup phase before being processed, which causes some
delay. We assume a constant handover execution delay of 250 ms and a call setup
delay of 100 ms.

4.3.7

Bandwidth Allocation Module

This module receives the handover and the new call requests and grant them the
ﬁnal resources. It monitors the call statuses and decide whether some calls will
need to be dropped if they fail to meet their minimum throughput requirement, as
explained in the Traﬃc Generation Module, or have an SINR level that is lower than
-10 dB. Therefore, this module needs to interact with the Channel Module in order
to get accurate SINR and throughput measurements. The throughput measurements
are based on using Shannon’s Capacity formula which is mentioned and detailed in
Appendix C.

4.3.8

Self Optimization Module

This module is where all of our self optimization schemes are implemented. The
implementation is at the femtocellular tier, where each femtocell runs its self optimizaton modules locally. This is due to the fact that our focus in this thesis is on
studying the interaction of the diﬀerent handover related self optimizaton schemes in
the femtocellular tier only.
First, this module is fed by the Report Generation Module with the needed KPI
statistics and ratios in order to accordingly adjust the ﬁxed control parameters of
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both the Handover Decision Module and the CAC Module. This aﬀects the handover
QHyst, TReselection, Qoﬀset control parameters and the CAC guard channel policy
threshold. The representative self optimization schemes determine how these adjustments should be made. Appendix A lists the diﬀerent parameter value assumptions
used in these schemes.

4.3.9

Report Generation Module

This module provides a GUI throughout the entire simulation time. A snapshot of
this GUI is shown in Figure 4.6 (Refer to Section 2.5 for explanations of the GUI KPI
abbreviations used).
The GUI allows us to visualize the network topology, the users distribution whether
indoor or outdoor, the users and the vehicles mobility, the femtocell locations and
their zero-dB-SINR coverage area boundaries.
Moreover, the GUI gives us an estimate of the time remaining to ﬁnish the simulation through its wait bar. Furthermore, it shows the individual cell load for each of
the 16 femtocells, and that is to allow for a close monitoring of the self optimization
scheme under examination and more speciﬁcally its reaction to the network load imbalance. It also gives all of the KPI statistics of interest which are collected globally
from both the femtocell tier and the macrocell tier.
Finally, the Report Generation Module can produce an AVI video ﬁle for the entire
simulation time, the user traces and the cell traces to allow for validation tests and
to have a better look into the system.
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Chapter 5
Results and Discussion
5.1

Introduction

In this chapter, the representative handover related self optimization schemes are
tested individually, and collectively capturing their mutual interactions. Based on
our results and observations, we make a list of the main actions that should be
taken in order to meet certain network performance KPI objectives. This list should
help policy makers in better coordinating between their interacting handover, call
admission control and load balancing self optimization schemes.

5.2

Experiments

In each experiment, the simulation continues until all of the monitored KPI outputs
reach the required conﬁdence interval of ±5% for a conﬁdence level of 95%. The
ﬁrst experiment carried out is to test the 0.47 ﬁxed macrocellular tier load eﬀect
assumption stated in Chapter 4. This assumption is adopted in all of the remaining
experiments.
Each representative self optimization scheme of the three discussed in Chapter
3 is tested separately against the same static setting as characterized by the initial
79
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operating point mentioned in Appendix A. This comparison is in terms of the following
global KPIs: the handover failure ratio, the call dropping probability, the call blocking
probability and the ping pong handover ratio. This set of experiments would help us
ensure that the representative stand alone self optimization schemes do indeed meet
their corresponding goals.
After that, interaction experiments between these self optimization schemes are
conducted ﬁrst in pairs, and then the three representative self optimization scheme
interaction are compared against the pair interaction results.
The following set of abbreviations are adopted in all of the experiments:
• HO-SO: stands for the representative stand alone Handover Self optimization
scheme.
• CAC-SO: stands for the representative stand alone Call Admission Control
Self optimization scheme.
• LB-SO: stands for the representative stand alone Load Balancing Self optimization scheme.
• HOCAC-SO: stands for the interaction between the representative stand alone
Handover Self optimization scheme and the representative stand alone Call Admission Control Self optimization scheme, without any coordination between
the two.
• HOLB-SO: stands for the interaction between the representative stand alone
Handover Self optimization scheme and the representative stand alone Load
Balancing Self optimization scheme, without any coordination between the two.
• CACLB-SO: stands for the interaction between the representative stand alone
Call Admission Control Self optimization scheme and the representative stand
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alone Load Balancing Self optimization scheme, without any coordination between the two.
• HOCACLB-SO: stands for the interaction between all the representative
stand alone Self optimization schemes mentioned so far; i.e., the Handover Self
optimization scheme, the Call Admission Control Self optimization scheme and
the Load Balancing Self optimization scheme, and that is without any coordination between them.

5.2.1

Macrocellular Tier Load Eﬀect

In this experiment, the number of indoor users is set to 6 users/femtocell and the
number of outdoor users is set to 5 users mobilizing in 5 vehicles (1 user/vehicle).
The macrocellular tier load is varied, while adopting the static setting mentioned in
Appendix A.

Observations
As shown from Figures 5.1, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4, almost no eﬀect can be observed on the
overall performance.

Explanation
Users in the simulation area rarely send their new call and/or handover requests to
macrocells because of the weak macrocellular tier signal they receive. As a result,
changing the macrocellular tier load does not aﬀect the global KPI results being
monitored.
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Figure 5.1: Macrocellular Tier Load Eﬀect: Handover Failure Ratio
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Figure 5.2: Macrocellular Tier Load Eﬀect: Call Dropping Probability
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Figure 5.3: Macrocellular Tier Load Eﬀect: Call Blocking Probability
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Figure 5.4: Macrocellular Tier Load Eﬀect: Ping Pong Handover Ratio
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Individual Scheme Experiments

The three representative self optimization schemes are tested separately in order
to validate that they meet their individual goals. In all of their individual scheme
experiments, the macrocellular tier load is ﬁxed to 0.47, the number of indoor users
varies from 3 to 9 users/femtocell and the number of outdoor users is set to 5 users
in 5 vehicles (1 user/vehicle).

Experiment 2-1: The Handover Self optimization scheme against the static
setting
We ﬁrst test the static setting mentioned in Appendix A, and then the representative
stand alone Handover Self optimization scheme (HO-SO).
Observations
The Handover Self optimization scheme has successfully managed to reduce the handover failure ratio as shown in Figure 5.5. However, this reduction has come at the
cost of increasing the call dropping probability as presented in Figure 5.6. This higher
call dropping probability has led the system to be less utilized which means less call
blocks and therefore less call blocking probability as shown in Figure 5.7. Figure 5.8
shows how the scheme manages to considerably decrease the ping pong handover
ratio.

Explanation
The behaviour of the Handover Self optimization scheme should be attributed to the
initial high ping pong handover ratio that the system has in the femtocell environment.
This high ping pong handover ratio has led the HO-SO scheme to aggressively try to
increase its QHyst and TReselection control parameter values. This increment reduces
the overall outbound handover requests made by each femtocell, and therefore the
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handover failure ratio and the ping pong handover ratio. However, this increment
also leads to locking the outbound handover requests to a base station that most
probably does not oﬀer the highest signal strength level in the neighbourhood, while
having at least one of the femtocells in the neighbouring cells having a higher signal
strength and causing a higher interference to the user. This situation of being exposed
to the high interference generated by cells in the neighbourhood results in dropping
the user’s call and having an overall higher global call dropping probability. As this
situation continues, the overall system utilization decreases bringing some reduction
to the overall global call blocking probability in the system.
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Figure 5.8: Experiment 2-1: Ping Pong Handover Ratio

Experiment 2-2: The Call Admission Control Self optimization scheme
against the static setting
In addition to the static setting results obtained previously, we test the representative
stand alone Call Admission Control Self optimization (CAC-SO) scheme.

Observations
The CAC-SO scheme has managed to successfully decrease the handover failure ratio
as shown in Figure 5.9. This reduction has led the system to have a less call dropping
probability as presented in Figure 5.10. However, these two beneﬁts come at the cost
of a higher call blocking probability as shown in Figure 5.11. Figure 5.12 shows the
fact that this scheme has no clear eﬀect on the ping pong handover ratio.
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Figure 5.9: Experiment 2-2: Handover Failure Ratio
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Figure 5.10: Experiment 2-2: Call Dropping Probability
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Figure 5.11: Experiment 2-2: Call Blocking Probability
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Explanation
The observed results should be attributed to the fact that this CAC-SO scheme using the self optimizing conventional guard channel policy threshold has managed to
reserve some resources to the handover requests so that they have a higher priority
over new call requests. Clearly, the outcome of this policy results in fewer rejected
handover requests and therefore less call drops. Having less call drops is due to the
fact that users in general would get their desired target cells which in turn would
provide them with higher signal strength levels without forcing them to wait until
their calls drop at their current serving cells due to the higher neighbourhood interference which they will be exposed to otherwise. However, this beneﬁt comes at
the expense of blocking more new call requests and therefore causing a higher call
blocking probability.
While the CAC-SO scheme decreases the global handover failure ratio, it does not
clearly diﬀerentiate between normal and ping pong handover requests, which means
that it does not have a clear eﬀect on the global ping pong handover ratio of the
system as the experiment showed.

Experiment 2-3:The Load Balancing Self optimization scheme against the
static setting
In addition to the static setting results obtained previously, we test the representative
stand alone Load Balancing Self optimization (LB-SO) scheme.

Observations
The LB-SO scheme has managed to decrease both the handover failure ratio and
the call blocking probability as shown in Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.15, respectively.
However, these beneﬁts come at the cost of an increased call dropping probability as
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shown in Figure 5.14. Additionally, the ping pong handover ratio of the system also
increases as shown in Figure 5.16.
Explanation
This behaviour should be attributed to the fact that this LB-SO scheme always tries
to balance the load among the cells as soon as it discovers a load diﬀerence that is
higher than a predeﬁned threshold value (as described in Chapter 3). This balancing is
done by adjusting the Qoﬀsets in order to trigger handovers from the overutilized cells
towards the underutilized cells. Therefore, this balancing enhances the chances for
new call requests and handover requests of ﬁnding bandwidth at the target cells and
therefore leads to a decrease in both of the call blocking probability and the handover
failure ratio at the cost of a higher ping pong handover ratio. However, and since the
main new call cell selection criteria and the main handover cell reselection criteria are
both based on choosing the target cell that has the highest signal strength, most of
the overutilized cells would be the cells with the highest downlink transmission power
levels and vice versa. Therefore, this load balancing technique forces users to leave
the higher power overutilized cells and move to the lower power underutilized cells
which means a higher interference for these users and as a result more call dropping.
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Figure 5.13: Experiment 2-3: Handover Failure Ratio
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Figure 5.14: Experiment 2-3: Call Dropping Probability
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Figure 5.15: Experiment 2-3: Call Blocking Probability
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Figure 5.16: Experiment 2-3: Ping Pong Handover Ratio
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Schemes Interaction Experiments

The interactions between the three representative self optimization schemes is conducted ﬁrst by having each pair of schemes operating simultaneously without coordination, and then the three schemes interaction is tested and compared to each of the
three pair interaction experiment results obtained previously.
In all of these interaction experiments, the macrocellular tier load is set to 0.47,
the number of indoor users varies from 3 to 9 users/femtocell and the number of
outdoor users is set to 5 users in 5 vehicles (1 user/vehicle).
Experiment 3-1: Handover and Call Admission Control Self optimization
schemes interaction
In addition to the static setting, the HO-SO scheme and the CAC-SO scheme experiment results obtained previously, we also test the coexistence of the HO-SO scheme
with the CAC-SO scheme or alternatively the HOCAC-SO interaction without any
coordination.
Observations
Having both the HO-SO scheme and the CAC-SO scheme work simultaneously decreases the overall handover failure ratio, as shown in Figure 5.17, to a value lower
than when either of these two schemes operates individually. However, and considering the interaction HOCAC-SO, we note that the eﬀect of the HO-SO scheme still
dominates over the CAC-SO scheme in terms of having a high call dropping probability, as presented in Figure 5.18 despite the small decrease which the call dropping
probability is having compared to what it was before the CAC-SO scheme was introduced. Figure 5.19 shows that the same behaviour applies with the call blocking
probability, but this time the eﬀect of the CAC-SO scheme dominates over the HOSO scheme in terms of having a high call blocking probability. Figure 5.20 shows a
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slightly higher ping pong handover ratio with the HOCAC-SO interaction compared
to the case when the HO-SO scheme was working alone.
Explanation
We can interpret the HOCAC-SO interaction handover failure ratio results (shown in
Figure 5.17) by noting the fact that the HO-SO scheme at the serving cell side will
be aided at the target cell side by the CAC-SO scheme. This is because the CACSO scheme guards some channels to the handover requests initiated by the HO-SO
scheme. This way the CAC-SO scheme shares the burden of decreasing the number of
failed/rejected handovers with the HO-SO scheme. Relying on just the one technique
provided by the HO-SO scheme of decreasing the number of handover failures, by
locking the outbound handover requests into the serving cell and causing more call
drops, is no longer the only option available. Now, the CAC-SO scheme can, although
reactively, reserve some resources for these handover requests, which will result in the
lowest handover failure ratio compared to all the other cases in this experiment.
For the call dropping probability results presented in Figure 5.18, we note that
the call dropping probability has also decreased due to the fact that the HO-SO
scheme is now using smaller QHyst and TReselection control parameter values. The
HO-SO scheme uses these lower control parameter values due to the fact that it is
observing less handover failures with the CAC-SO scheme help. However, the HO-SO
scheme is still tight enough to restrict outbound handover requests and cause call
drops. Therefore, we observe a slight improvement in terms of a smaller call dropping
probability.
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Figure 5.17: Experiment 3-1: Handover Failure Ratio
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Figure 5.18: Experiment 3-1: Call Dropping Probability
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Figure 5.19: Experiment 3-1: Call Blocking Probability
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Figure 5.20: Experiment 3-1: Ping Pong Handover Ratio
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On the target cell side, the CAC-SO scheme has fewer number of inbound handover
requests to deal with due to the HO-SO scheme’s help in limiting them. Therefore,
the CAC-SO scheme neither needs to reserve as many resources for handover requests
nor block as many new call requests. The system hence experiences a slightly lower
call blocking probability as shown in Figure 5.19.
For the ping pong handover ratio, the system experiences a slightly higher ping
pong handover ratio. This is because the HO-SO scheme is now using smaller handover QHyst and TReselection control parameter values due to the relief it receives
from the CAC-SO scheme in terms of a lower handover failure ratio. Figure 5.20
shows this slight ping pong handover ratio increase.
Experiment 3-2: Handover and Load Balancing Self optimization schemes
interaction
In addition to the static setting, the HO-SO scheme and the LB-SO scheme results
obtained previously, we test the coexistence of the HO-SO scheme with the LB-SO
scheme or alternatively the HOLB-SO interaction without any coordination.
Observations
Figure 5.21 shows a lower handover failure ratio than the stand alone HO-SO scheme,
and a higher value than the stand alone LB-SO scheme. The same behaviour applies
with the call dropping probability and the call blocking probability as presented in
Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23, respectively. However, the ping pong handover ratio is
higher than the stand alone HO-SO scheme operating individually, and much lower
than the stand alone LB-SO scheme. Figure 5.24 shows the HOLB-SO interaction
ping pong handover ratio described.
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Explanation
Recall that the LB-SO scheme reported superior results in terms of decreasing the
handover failure ratio and the call blocking probability as shown in Figure 5.13 and
Figure 5.15, respectively. However, and since the HO-SO scheme attempts to solve
the problem of having a high handover failure ratio by limiting the number of outbound handovers, the LB-SO scheme will be struggling with this counter action and
will not be performing at its highest potential after interacting with the HO-SO
scheme. Therefore, and after the HOLB-SO interaction, the LB-SO scheme will only
be decreasing both the handover failure ratio and the call blocking probability, as
presented in Figure 5.21 and Figure 5.23, respectively, but less than what it used to
do previously when it was operating separately.
However, the bright side of the story is that since the HO-SO scheme is observing
lower handover failures with the help of the LB-SO scheme in terms of decreasing the
handover failure ratio, the HO-SO scheme will have its control parameter values a bit
smaller. This causes fewer call drops and a lower call dropping probability as shown
in Figure 5.22. Additionally, more ping pong handovers will occur but still lower
than the stand alone LB-SO scheme. Thanks to the HO-SO scheme which is still
tight enough to prevent high ping pong handover ratio from occuring by increasing
both of QHyst and TReselection. Figure 5.24 shows the HOLB-SO interaction ping
pong handover ratio.
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Figure 5.21: Experiment 3-2: Handover Failure Ratio
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Figure 5.22: Experiment 3-2: Call Dropping Probability
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Figure 5.23: Experiment 3-2: Call Blocking Probability
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Figure 5.24: Experiment 3-2: Ping Pong Handover Ratio
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Experiment 3-3: Call Admission Control and Load Balancing Self optimization schemes interaction
In addition to the static setting, the CAC-SO scheme and the LB-SO scheme results
obtained previously, we also test the coexistence of the CAC-SO scheme with the
LB-SO scheme or alternatively the CACLB-SO interaction without any coordination.
Observations
From Figure 5.25, we observe that both of the CAC-SO scheme and the LB-SO scheme
have constructively helped one another in terms of achieving lower handover failure
ratio compared to their performances individually. However, this comes at the cost
of a higher call dropping probability, as shown in Figure 5.26.
For the call blocking probability, although the interaction of the two schemes has
produced a call blocking probability that is less than the case when the stand alone
CAC-SO scheme, it still produces a call blocking probability that is higher than the
case when no self optimization scheme was implemented (and also the case when the
stand alone LB-SO scheme). See Figure 5.27.
For the ping pong handover ratio, although the interaction of the two schemes
has produced a ping pong handover ratio that is higher than the case when no self
optimization scheme was implemented (and also the case when the stand alone CACSO scheme), the CACLB-SO interaction has not taken a clear direction compared to
the case when the stand alone LB-SO scheme. See Figure 5.28.

Explanation
The LB-SO scheme has found channels for its outbound handover decisions reserved
by the CAC-SO scheme at the target cells, which resulted in enhancing the load
balancing in the system and therefore further decreasing the handover failure ratio as
shown in Figure 5.25. However, this in fact has spoiled the LB-SO scheme by allowing
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it to initiate even more handovers from the overutilized high power cells towards the
underutilized low power cells, and therefore causing more call drops as presented in
Figure 5.26.
However, the bright side of the story is that the CAC-SO scheme is no longer
responsible alone for decreasing the handover failure ratio. The LB-SO scheme now
does also help in this, which makes the CAC-SO scheme in no need of blocking as
many new calls as it used to do before. But since the CAC-SO scheme is still taking
part in the process of decreasing the number of handover failures, the CAC-SO scheme
is still blocking new call requests and causing a high call blocking probability as shown
in Figure 5.27.
For the ping pong handover ratio, the LB-SO scheme still initiates extra handovers
in an attempt to balance the load. Therefore, adding the LB-SO scheme would still
cause the CAC-SO scheme to have a higher ping pong handover ratio as presented in
Figure 5.28. However, the CAC-SO scheme is still, as it used to do before, not able
to diﬀerentiate between normal handovers and ping pong handovers and therefore
adding this scheme will still not have a clear eﬀect on the ping pong handover ratio.
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Figure 5.25: Experiment 3-3: Handover Failure Ratio
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Figure 5.26: Experiment 3-3: Call Dropping Probability
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Figure 5.27: Experiment 3-3: Call Blocking Probability
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Figure 5.28: Experiment 3-3: Ping Pong Handover Ratio
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Experiment 3-4: Handover, Call Admission Control and Load Balancing
Self Optimization Schemes Interaction
In addition to the static setting, the HOCAC-SO interaction, the HOLB-SO interaction and the CACLB-SO interaction results obtained previously, we have also experimented with the three representative self optimization scheme interaction HOCACLBSO without any coordination. In what follows are our observations and explanations
about the addition of each scheme to each pair of two schemes and the interaction between them. This is done in order to clarify the nature of the three handover related
self optimization schemes interaction from diﬀerent perspectives.
Eﬀects of adding LB-SO to HOCAC-SO:
Introducing the LB-SO scheme into the HOCAC-SO interaction results in a lower
handover failure ratio as shown in Figure 5.29. From the earlier experiments, we
noticed that the LB-SO scheme has cooperated positively with both the HO-SO
scheme and the CAC-SO scheme in terms of decreasing the handover failure ratio.
Although, the LB-SO scheme has not taken its full potential when it was introduced
concurrently with the HO-SO scheme.
Further decrease in the handover failure ratio leads the HO-SO scheme to use lower
control parameter values, which results in initiating more outbound handovers and
therefore resulting in a higher ping pong handover ratio as presented in Figure 5.32.
However, the interaction with the CAC-SO scheme has almost no clear eﬀect regarding
the ping pong handover ratio.
However, the LB-SO scheme provides a mixed interaction result when it is introduced with the HOCAC-SO interaction in terms of the call dropping probability;
according to our previous observations, the LB-SO scheme should increase the call
dropping probability when it is introduced simultaneously with the CAC-SO scheme.
Whereas, it should decrease the call dropping probability when it is introduced si-
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multaneously with the HO-SO scheme. Interestingly, the HOLB-SO interaction call
dropping probability decrease seems to dominate and causes the system to have a
lower call dropping probability as shown in Figure 5.30. This should be attributed to
the fact that introducing the LB-SO scheme into the HOCAC-SO interaction would
lead the LB-SO scheme to decrease the number of handover failures even further and
therefore causes the HO-SO scheme to relax and cause even less call drops.
Clearly, introducing the LB-SO scheme into the HOCAC-SO interaction causes
even lower call blocks. Figure 5.31 shows this observation.

Eﬀects of adding CAC-SO to HOLB-SO:
Introducing the CAC-SO scheme into the HOLB-SO interaction leads the system to
have a lower handover failure ratio as shown in Figure 5.29. This is due to our
previous observations that the CAC-SO scheme interacts positively with both the
HO-SO scheme and the LB-SO scheme in terms of decreasing the handover failure
ratio.
However, the CAC-SO scheme increases the call dropping probability of the HOLBSO interaction as presented in Figure 5.30. This is also due to our previous observations that the CAC-SO scheme does increase the call dropping probability to a
larger extent, when it interacts with the LB-SO scheme, than its decrease of the call
dropping probability when it interacts with the HO-SO scheme.
The CAC-SO scheme deﬁnitely increases the call blocking probability of the system, while almost making no major ping pong handover ratio change. These two
observations are shown in Figure 5.31 and Figure 5.32, respectively.

Eﬀects of adding HO-SO to CACLB-SO:
Introducing the HO-SO scheme into the CACLB-SO interaction, limits the LB-SO
scheme’s ability in terms of decreasing the handover failure ratio and the call block-
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Figure 5.29: Experiment 3-4: Handover Failure Ratio
ing probability. Therefore, both of these KPIs will slightly increase as shown in
Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.31 respectively, despite the fact that the HO-SO scheme
and the CAC-SO scheme cooperate in achieving a lower handover failure ratio.
Moreover, introducing the HO-SO scheme also increases the call dropping probability as presented in Figure 5.30. In fact, introducing the HO-SO scheme will always
increase the global call dropping probability. However, this drawback comes with the
advantage of a decreased ping pong handover ratio as shown in Figure 5.32.
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Figure 5.30: Experiment 3-4: Call Dropping Probability
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Figure 5.31: Experiment 3-4: Call Blocking Probability
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Figure 5.32: Experiment 3-4: Ping Pong Handover Ratio
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Coordinating the Schemes

5.3.1

Overview

We begin by summarizing the outcome of the experiments conducted in terms of
the advantages and the disadvantages introduced by each scheme and uncoordinated
interaction as shown in Table 5.1 and Table 5.2, respectively (See section 2.5 for the
used KPI abbreviation explanations).

While classifying a certain interaction outcome as an advanatage or a disadvantage, we make our classiﬁcation decision based on comparing this outcome to its
counterpart in the static setting, despite the fact that this advantage or disadvantage could seem the opposite if compared to its counterpart in one of the interacting
scheme results.

Table 5.1: Scheme Advantages and Disadvantages
Scheme

Advantages

Disadvantages

HO-SO

With mostly higher QHyst and
TReselection, we have a lower
HOFR and a lower PPHOR.

CAC-SO

With channel reservations, we
have a lower HOFR and therefore
a lower CDP.

LB-SO

With a balanced load, we have
a lower HOFR and a lower CBP.

With mostly higher QHyst
and TReselection, we have
a higher CDP and therefore
a lower CBP.
With channel reservations,
we have a higher CBP. But
no diﬀerentiation between
handover types and therefore
no clear eﬀect on PPHOR.
With more forced handovers,
we have a higher CDP and
a higher PPHOR.
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Table 5.2: Interaction Advantages and Disadvantages
Interaction

Advantages

Disadvantages

HOCAC-SO

CAC-SO reserves channels for the
fewer number of handovers initiated
by HO-SO and therefore we have an
even lower HOFR.
PPHOR still decreases but with
CAC-SO, HO-SO is relieved and
therefore less active in lowering
PPHOR compared to the case when
it is operating alone.
LB-SO still decreases HOFR and
CBP but to a lesser degree, due to
the HO-SO restriction.
HO-SO still decreases PPHOR but to
a lesser degree, due to the LB-SO
relief.
CAC-SO reserves channels for the
handovers initiated by LB-SO and
therefore we have an even lower
HOFR.

HO-SO still causes a
higher CDP, but due to the
CAC-SO relief, lower
CDP is achieved.
CAC-SO still causes
high CBP, but due to the
HO-SO relief, lower CBP
is achieved.

HOLB-SO

CACLB-SO

HOCACLB-SO

Still decreases HOFR more than
any other interaction except for
CACLB-SO due to having HO-SO
restricting LB-SO.
Still decreases PPHOR as much as
what HOLB-SO does, since CAC-SO
does not have a clear eﬀect on PPHOR.
In addition, PPHOR is now decreased
but still higher than what HOCAC-SO
does due to LB-SO.

HO-SO still increases
CDP but to a lesser
degree, due to the
LB-SO relief.

LB-SO ﬁnds more
channels reserved for
its forced handovers
which causes an even
higher CDP.
CAC-SO still increases
CBP, but to a lesser degree,
due to the LB-SO relief.
LB-SO still increases
PPHOR with CAC-SO
having no clear eﬀect.
CDP and CBP are higher
than any other interaction
except for HOCAC-SO,
due to LB-SO.
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Additionally, in Table 5.3, we give the performances of the diﬀerent schemes and
interactions a ranking (in terms of a set of signed and sequenced integer numbers).
Positive numbers indicate a KPI increase in comparison to the static setting, while the
opposite holds true for the negative numbers. The sequence of these numbers indicate
the relative performance of a certain KPI against its counterparts from the other
schemes and interactions. A “zero” means that there is no clear eﬀect demonstrated.
Table 5.3 is provided in order to compare each scheme’s KPI performance or each
interaction’s KPI performance against its counterparts from the other schemes or the
other interactions. The large bolded numbers in the table indicate the schemes or the
interactions at which each KPI performance is the lowest or the most desired among
its counterparts.
Table 5.3: Comparing the Schemes and the Interactions

5.3.2

KPI

HO
-SO

CAC
-SO

LB
-SO

HOCAC
-SO

HOLB
-SO

CACLB
-SO

HOCACLB
-SO

HOFR
CDP
CBP
PPHOR

-1
+6
-1

-1

-4
+1

-2
+5
+3
-2

-3
+3
-2
-1

-5

-4
+4
+2
-1

-3

-1
+4
0

-3
+1

+2
+1
+1

Recommendations

From the comparisons made in Table 5.3, we deduce that if we are merely interested
in achieving the lowest value for each KPI independent from its accompaining values
of the other KPIs, then the following guidelines can be recommended:
• In order to decrease the handover failure ratio, both of the CAC-SO scheme and
the LB-SO scheme should be allowed to operate simultaneously, while the HOSO scheme should be disabled. This is due to the fact that, even though all of
the handover related self optimization schemes under study caused the handover
failure ratio to decrease when separate, introducing the HO-SO scheme to work
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concurrently with the LB-SO scheme limits the LB-SO scheme’s potential in
decreasing the handover failure ratio. In fact, this LB-SO scheme restriction
imposed by the HO-SO scheme negates the slight advantage introduced by the
HO-SO scheme when it interacts with the CAC-SO scheme. Therefore, disabling
the HO-SO scheme would be the best plan to take in this case; while having the
CAC-SO scheme and the LB-SO scheme cooperating constructively in terms of
decreasing the handover failure ratio.
• In order to decrease the call dropping probability, the HO-SO scheme and the
LB-SO scheme should be disabled. The CAC-SO scheme only should be enabled,
since it is the only scheme that decreases the call dropping probability.
• In order to decrease the call blocking probability, the HO-SO and CAC-SO
schemes should be disabled and the LB-SO scheme only should be enabled. The
HO-SO scheme is disabled to avoid restricting the LB-SO scheme from giving
its full potential in terms of decreasing the call blocking probability. For the call
blocking probability decrease introduced by the HO-SO scheme, this decrease
is in fact a side eﬀect of the call dropping probability increase introduced by
the HO-SO scheme which should be avoided at all costs.
• In order to decrease the ping pong handover ratio, the HO-SO scheme only
should be enabled while disabling other schemes. This is because the LB-SO
scheme increases the ping pong handover ratio, while the CAC-SO scheme aids
the HO-SO scheme and causes it to use even lower control parameter values
which triggers more ping pong handovers.
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We believe that following this list of actions would help in designing better coordination policies between the interacting handover self optimization scheme, call admission control self optimization scheme and load balancing self optimization scheme.
Especially in LTE femtocell environments where a large number of handovers takes
place.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1

Conclusions

LTE data services require unprecedented high data rates. A big portion of this demand originates indoors where coverage is limited. This encourages researchers to
adopt femtocells indoors and closer to the user, who is responsible for the femtocell
electricity and backhaul connection expenses. Therefore, femtocell owners dramatically decrease the operator’s CAPEX and OPEX budgets and oﬄoad data demand
from the rest of the network towards their femtocells.
However, and due to the anticipated large scale femtocell deployment, several
technical issues arise. One major issue is the frequent and precise control parameter
adjustments needed. Such high demanding adjustments can not be made manually.
They should be done automatically by implementing SON use cases.
SON use cases are classiﬁed into three main categories: self conﬁguration, self
optimization and self healing. Our focus in this work was on three self optimization use cases related to the overall handover procedure in LTE femtocell networks.
These use cases were: handover self optimization, call admission control self optimization and load balancing self optimization. Each of these use cases adopts a scheme
that improves the overall handover procedure using a diﬀerent strategy. Therefore,
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studying interactions between schemes adopted by these diﬀerent strategies and single
objective use cases is a new research trend that we have shed some light on. Several
interaction scenarios were discussed after introducing the KPIs used to study them.
These KPIs include: handover failure ratio, call dropping probability, call blocking
probability and ping pong handover ratio.
In order to study the interactions between the chosen use cases, we started by
surveying previous interaction studies after which a lack of interaction studies between
the use cases of interest was identiﬁed. We then surveyed the proposed schemes for
each use case in order to choose our representative schemes. The reasoning for such
choices was also given. However, we modiﬁed slightly the representative call admission
control self optimization scheme in order to make it account for the operator’s call
blocking probability threshold. Moreover, we made the diﬀerent thresholds used in
this scheme adjustable so that they can be reconﬁgured if they were initially set to
extremely high or low values.
This study was performed using simulations in a uniﬁed and LTE standardized environment written in MATLAB. This extendable simulation environment has helped
us in conducting the long time scale self optimization scheme experiments needed.
This is in accordance with the recommendations made by several main bodies in the
area of LTE femtocell networks. Five traﬃc sources were implemented, which are:
VoIP, interactive Gaming, Near Real-Time Video Streaming, HTTP and FTP.
In addition to that, and in order to account for the macrocells interference eﬀect
on the femtocells, we have assumed a ﬁxed macrocellular tier load in all of our simulations. This assumption was made after verifying that varying the macrocellular
tier load would have no eﬀect on the overall results. After that, each representative scheme was experimented individually in order to ensure that it meets its goals.
The conclusions drawn from the observations we made in these stand alone scheme
experiments can be summarized as follows:
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• The handover self optimization scheme operating at the source cell was based
on adjusting the two standardized control parameters QHyst and TReselection.
When increasing these parameters, the scheme was able to decrease the handover failure ratio and the ping pong handover ratio while increasing the call
dropping probability. Having a high call dropping probability resulted from
preventing outbound handovers and exposing the source cell calls to the higher
interference coming from the neighbourhood. Moreover, having a high call
dropping probability has underutilized the system and lowered the call blocking
probability. However, when decreasing these control parameters, the opposite
direction was taken by the scheme. In fact, the scheme attempts to make a
trade oﬀ between the beneﬁts of decreasing both the handover failure ratio
and the ping pong handover ratio, and the cost of increasing the call dropping
probability.
• The call admission control self optimization scheme operating at the target
cell was based on a dynamic guard channel policy that prioritizes handover
requests over new call requests. With this dynamic policy, this scheme was able
to decrease the handover failure ratio and therefore the call dropping probability
while increasing the call blocking probability. However, these channels reserved
by this policy did not diﬀerentiate between normal handovers and ping pong
handovers, as a result, they did not have a clear eﬀect on the ping pong handover
ratio.
• The load balancing self optimization scheme attempts to balance the load between the diﬀerent cells by adjusting the standardized Qoﬀsets. Adjusting these
Qoﬀsets resulted in redistributing the load from the high power overutilized cells
towards the low power underutilized cells. Therefore, this scheme decreases the
handover failure ratio and the call blocking probability while increasing the
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ping pong handover ratio and the call dropping probability. Having a higher
call dropping probability was due to the lower allocated power in the underutilized cells and the higher interference coming from the neighbouring higher
power overutilized cells.
After these individual scheme experiments and observations, we started the interaction experiments; ﬁrst, in pairs, and then all of the three handover related self
optimization schemes were tested. The conclusions drawn from the observations we
made about these interaction experiments can be summarized as follows:
• For the handover and the call admission control self optimization schemes interaction, the handover self optimization scheme decreases the number of outbound handovers while the call admission control self optimization scheme was
reserving channels for them. This cooperation resulted in further decreasing
the handover failure ratio, causing the handover self optimization scheme to
lower its control parameter values and the call admission control self optimization scheme to reserve less handover channels. Therefore, we observed a lower
call dropping probability, a higher ping pong handover ratio and a lower call
blocking probability.
• For the handover and the load balancing self optimization schemes interaction,
the handover self optimization scheme decreases the number of outbound handovers while the load balancing self optimization scheme was increasing them.
This conﬂict resulted in having each scheme restricting the potential of the other
in some aspects. For example, it resulted in having a handover failure ratio and
a call blocking probability which were still low but a bit higher than their counterparts when the load balancing self optimization scheme was running alone.
It resulted also in having a ping pong handover ratio that was still low but a
bit higher than its counterpart when the handover self optimization scheme was
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running alone. In fact, and since the load balancing self optimization scheme
was contributing to lowering the handover failure ratio, the handover self optimization scheme was using lower control parameter values and therefore causing
more ping pongs and fewer call drops.
• For the call admission control and the load balancing self optimization schemes
interaction, the load balancing self optimization scheme was continuously initiating handovers in order to balance the load between the cells. Channels for
these handovers were reserved at the target cells by the call admission control self optimization scheme. On one hand, these reserved channels helped in
achieving an even lower handover failure ratio. On the other hand, they caused
more load-balancing-initiated handovers to be accepted and therefore more call
drops. Furthermore, the call admission control self optimization scheme was
in need of reserving less channels due to the load balancing self optimization
scheme role in decreasing the handover failure ratio. This resulted in a high call
blocking probability but a bit lower than what it was when the call admission
control self optimization scheme was running alone. Finally, the call admission control self optimization scheme was still not having a clear eﬀect on the
ping pong handover ratio and therefore the increase in the ping pong handover
ratio was still solely attributed to the role played by the load balancing self
optimization scheme.
• For the three self optimization schemes when operating simultaneously, we noticed that the same observations made above were reconﬁrmed with no additional three-scheme interactions.
The conclusions drawn from the comparisons conducted between the individual scheme
and interaction results can be summarized as follows:
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• The interaction between the call admission control self optimization scheme and
the load balancing self optimization scheme decreased the handover failure ratio
the most.
• The call admission control self optimization scheme was the only scheme decreasing the call dropping probability, and therefore having it operating alone
yielded the lowest call dropping probability.
• The load balancing self optimization scheme alone was able to give the lowest
call blocking probability. The call admission control self optimization scheme
increases the call blocking probability. Whereas, the handover self optimization
scheme restricts the load balancing self optimization scheme from giving its full
potential in terms of decreasing the call blocking probability.
• The handover self optimization scheme was able alone to give the lowest ping
pong handover ratio. The load balancing self optimization scheme increases the
ping pong handover ratio. Whereas, the call admission control self optimization scheme causes the handover self optimization scheme to use lower control
parameter values and therefore causes more ping pongs.

6.2

Future Work

For our future work, we would start by considering additional handover related use
cases in our interaction study. These use cases might include the neighbour cell list
self optimization use case and the coverage self optimization use case. After that,
we would follow the guidelines deduced from all of the interaction studies conducted
so far in order to design better coordination policies between all of these handover
related self optimization use cases. Such coordination policies could be designed based
on learning algorithms.
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In addition, we would further enhance the LTE compliant MATLAB environment,
we developed in this work, by adding other long time scale use case modules. This is
in order to implement use cases that would promote the notion of a smart femtocell.
Some of the highest priority use cases in our list are those use cases promoting green
technology including energy saving use cases.
Finally, the developed MATLAB environment could be extended to the LTE-A
radio interface technology. Moreover, it could be enhanced by adopting the more
realistic mobility traces generated by the open source Simulation of Urban Mobility
(SUMO) package [52].
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Appendix A
Representative Schemes Assumptions

The diﬀerent parameter assumptions used in the three handover related representative
schemes under study are given in this appendix as shown in Table A.1, A.2 and A.3.
Refer to Chapter 3 for the scheme parameter descriptions and the overall scheme
pseudocodes.
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APPENDIX A. REPRESENTATIVE SCHEMES ASSUMPTIONS

Table A.1: Handover Self Optimization Scheme Assumptions
Item

Assumption

Optimization Interval
OHOFR_TH, CDP_TH and PPHOR_TH
Initial QHyst
Initial TReselection
DeQHyst
DeT Reselection
DeOHOF RT H and InOHOF RT H
DeCDP T H and InCDP T H
DeP P HORT H and InP P HORT H
QHystmax
InQHyst
T Reselectionmax
InT Reselection

60 seconds
0.2
1 dB
100 msec
0.25 dB
0.1 second
0.05
4 dB
0.5 dB
5 seconds
0.2 second

Table A.2: CAC Self Optimization Scheme Assumptions
Item
Optimization Interval
IHOFR_TH and CBP_TH
α1
Initial CAC_TH
DeCACT H
α2
INSHO_TH
InCACT H
DeIHOF RT H and InIHOF RT H
DeCBP T H and InCBP T H

Assumption
60 seconds
0.2
0.9
0.93
0.133
0.6
10 handovers
0.067
0.05

Table A.3: Load Balancing Self Optimization Scheme Assumptions
Item
Optimization Interval
Load_Diﬀ_TH
Initial Qoﬀsets
Qof f setmax
DeQof f set
InQof f set

Assumption
60 seconds
0.133
0 dB
4 dB
0.5 dB
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Appendix B
User and Access Point State
Definitions
Our MATLAB simulator’s Initialization Module sets both of the User State and the
Access Point State. These two states are deﬁned as follows:

User State
The user state is deﬁned by the following:
• The user’s current location in the XY coordinates of the simulation area.
• The user’s previous serving access point.
• The user’s current serving access point.
• List of the user’s candidate target access points; where an access point is classiﬁed as a candidate even if it has just satisﬁed the handover’s signal strength
condition.
• List of the times at which these target access points became candidates.
• List of the T302 barring timers set for these candidate target access points.
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• The user’s requested target access point; where an access point will be requested
by the user if it satisﬁes both of the handover’s signal strength condition and
the TReselection condition.
• The time at which this target access point was requested by the user.
• The amount of bandwidth requested by the user from this target access point.
• The user’s granted target access point.
• The time at which this target access point was granted to the user as the new
serving access point.
• The user’s traﬃc state; whether Idle or Active.
• The user’s traﬃc type.
• The user’s traﬃc status; e.g., how much time left before getting into the silent
VoIP state from the active VoIP state or vice versa, or how many Video Streaming accumulated bits are there at the base station’s scheduler buﬀer, or how
many bytes left from the webpage to be downloaded, or how many bytes left
from the ﬁle to be transferred.
Access Point State
The access point state is deﬁned by the following:
• The access point’s location in the XY coordinates of the simulation area.
• List of the users being served.
• List of the user services being provided.
• List of the user bandwidths being allocated.
• List of the user SINR levels being provided.
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• List of the user throughputs being streamed.
• Current total downlink transmission power level in dBm.
• Current QHyst value in dB.
• Current TReselection value in seconds.
• List of the current Qoﬀset values in dB.
• Number of New Call Requests granted.
• Number of Inbound Handover attempts granted.
• Number of Outbound Handover attempts granted.
• Number of Inbound Rejected Handovers.
• Number of Outbound Handover Failures.
• Number of Ping Pong Handovers initiated.
• Number of Calls Blocked.
• Number of Calls Dropped.
• Total Number of Used Resource Blocks.
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Appendix C
SINR and Throughput computations
The Channel Module of our MATLAB simulator needs the complementary tasks
of SINR and Throughput computations. To start with the SINR computations, the
Shadow Fading Maps are generated according to the correlation matrix based method
followed in [45]. The assumptions made are listed in Table C.1 and are recommended
by the Small Cell Forum as indicated in [40].
The RSRP measurement values of both the serving cell and the interfering cells are
based on these shadow fading maps, the auto-correlated shadow fading values derived
from these maps, and the Small Cell Forum assumptions listed in Table C.2 [40]. In
general, Small Cell Forum recommendations are adopted in order to have results
comparable to other study results in the ﬁeld while still simulating real life scenarios.
Table C.1: Shadow Fading Map Assumptions
Item
Femotcell Auto Correlation Distance
Macrocell Auto Correlation Distance
Serving Femtocell Lognormal Standard Deviation
Interfering Cell Lognormal Standard Deviation
Serving Macrocell Lognormal Standard Deviation
Shadowing Correlation between cells
Shadowing Correlation between sectors
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Assumption
3 metres
50 metres
10 dB
8 dB
8 dB
0.5
1
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Table C.2: SINR Computation Assumptions
Item

Assumption

Macrocell Antenna Type
Macrocell Antenna Bore-sight

3-sector antenna
It points towards ﬂat
side of the cell


Macrocell Antenna Azimuth Pattern (dB)
TX-RX Separation Distance (metre)
Distance inside the house (metre)
Outdoor UE to Macrocell Path Loss (dB)
Indoor UE to Macrocell Path Loss (dB)
Macrocell Antenna Gain
including the Cable Loss (dBi)
Femtocell Antenna Type
Femtocell Antenna Azimuth Pattern (dB)
UE to Femtocell Path Loss (dB)
Path Loss if R < 1m (No shadowing)
Femtocell Antenna Gain
including the Cable Loss (dBi)
User Antenna Gain
including the Cable Loss (dBi)
Thermal Noise Density (dBm/Hz)
Subcarrier Frequency Spacing (kHz)
UE Noise Figure (dB)

A(θ) = −min 12



θ
70

2

, 20

where −180 ≤ θ ≤ 180
R
d2D,indoor
P L = 15.3 + 37.6 log 10 R
P L = 15.3 + 37.6 log 10 R + 10
GCell (macro) = 14 dBi
Omnidirectional
A(θ) = 0
R
P L = 127 + 30 log10 ( 1000
)
P L = 38.46 + 20 log 10 R + 0.7d2D,indoor
GCell (f emto) = 5 dBi
GU E = 0 dBi
-174 dBm/Hz
f = 15 kHz
NF = 9 dB

No fast fading is simulated and a ﬂat power spectral density is assumed. The
SINR per subcarrier value is computed as the ratio of the serving cell’s RSRP level
over the remaining interfering cells’ RSRP levels summation plus the thermal noise.
Recall that a neighbouring cell signal would interfer with the serving cell signal with
a probability proportional to the neighbouring cell load; i.e. it is assumed that as
the cell load increases, its chance of selecting channels used by other neighbours also
increases. This simpliﬁed method of computing the interference is adopted by several
authors including [48, 49, 50].
Given the assumptions mentioned in Table C.2, we summarize the above discussion
in the following set of equations:
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RSRPSC2U E (dBm) = Pt (dBm) − 10 log10 (NAS ) + GCell + A(θ) − P L − SF + GU E 1
RSRPIC2U E (dBm) =
Pt (dBm) − 10 log10 (NAS ) + 10 log10 (LI ) + GCell + A(θ) − P L − SF + GU E 2
Nthermal (dB) = −174 + 10 log10 (f ) + NF
SINRSub (dB) =
RSRPSC2U E (dBm) − (Nthermal (dB) + 10 log 10(
Where:
RSRPSC2U E

NIC
i=1

10RSRPICi 2U E (dBm)/10 )(dBm))

is the RSRP level in dBm received by an UE subcarrier
from the Serving Cell.

Pt

is the total cell transmitted power in dBm

NAS

is the number of active subcarriers at the serving cell.

SF

is the auto-correlated shadow fading value in dB.

RSRPIC2U E

is the RSRP level in dBm received by the UE subcarrier
from the Interfering Cell.

LI

is the Interfering cell load which could vary
from 0 to 1 for a fully loaded cell.

NIC

is the number of Interfering Cells, where all the cells
in the system are considered in the interference computation.

SINRSub

is the user’s SINR measurement per UE subcarrier in dB.

From these equations, we notice that the interfering cell loads and the served user’s
bandwidth allocation are both needed to compute the SINR value, after which the
throughput can be estimated using the attenuated and truncated Shannon’s Capacity
formula as explained by the Small Cell Forum in [40]. When using this formula, the
attenuation, or as it is sometimes called, the Correction Factor [53], is considered
1
2

We do not account for SF if R < 1m
If LI = 0, then RSRPIC2UE coming from this cell should be ignored
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to account for the inherent implementation losses, including the Cyclic Preﬁx Loss
and the Reference Symbol Loss as explained in [53]. Therefore, Shannon’s capacity
formula becomes:
T hroughputtotal = F × B × log2 (1 + 10SIN Rsub (dB)/10 )
and:
F = CyclicP ref ixLoss × Ref erenceSymbolLoss
CyclicP ref ixLoss =

Tf rame −TCP
Tf rame

Ref erenceSymbolLoss =
B=
Where:
T hroughputtotal

NSC ×NS /2−4
NSC ×NS /2

NSC ×NS ×Nrb
Tsub

is the total throughput received by the user in bps.

F

is the attenuation or the Correction Factor.

B

is the bandwidth allocated to the user in Hz.

Tf rame

is the duration of one OFDMA frame ( = 10 msec)

TCP

is the total CP time of all the OFDMA symbols
within one frame, which equals:
(5.2μsec + 6 × 4.69μsec) × 20 = 666.8μsec

NSC

is the number of subcarriers in one PRB,
which equals 12 subcarriers.

NS

is the number of OFDMA symbols in one subframe,
which equals 14 symbols assuming that the normal
Cyclic Preﬁx (CP) is set.
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Nrb

is the number of PRBs allocated to the user, where each
PRB has a bandwidth of 180 kHz that can only be used
by one user; i.e., it is the smallest bandwidth unit that
can be allocated.

Tsub

is the duration of one OFDMA subframe ( = 1 msec)
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